Unit 5 Learning about South America
Circle Time, Small Group, & Centers
Knowledge Building Targets
1. The Earth is our planet
2. Maps and globes
3. Continents and water
4. South America is a continent
5. A country in South America: Brazil
6. Animals of South America and where
they live
7. Rainforest and rainforest animals
8. Llamas
9. Oceans and ocean animals
10. Aquarium
11. Volcanoes
12. Engaging in play with peers
Early Literacy Skills
1. Print/book skills: title, author,
directionality
2. Listening comprehension
a. Answering key questions (focus on
who, when, what questions)
b. Memory for events
c. Retelling
d. Following directions
3. Sequencing of events
4. Fiction vs. nonfiction
5. Writing skills
a. Prewriting strokes
b. Letter formation
c. Shared writing
6. Early writing through crafts
7. What is a glossary and how it works

Oral Language Skill Targets
1. Answering questions
2. Stating an opinion
3. Academic vocabulary4. Story vocabulary- author, illustrator, title,
character (who), setting (where)
5. Length of sentences
6. Extended decontextualized accounts,
explanations, and narratives
7. Retelling/summarizing
8. Fluency

Math Skills
1. Small number recognition without
counting
2. Counting
3. Number Recognition
4. More than, less than, equal to
5. Number-after knowledge
6. Number comparisons
7. Number-after equals one more
8. Addition
9. Subtraction
10. Patterns
11. Story problems
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Unit 5: South America Overview
Overview of Part 1—Continent of S. America, Countries in S. America: Brazil, Ecuador, Peru
Book 1
Book 2
Book 3
Book 4
Book 5
Book: Me on the Map Book: South
Books: Let’s Look
Book: Let’s Look at
Book: Let’s Look at Peru
by Joan Sweeney
America by
at Brazil by Joy
Ecuador by Joy Frisch- by Joy Frisch-Schmoll
Rebecca Hirsch
Frisch-Schmoll
Schmoll
Re-read from Unit 2

Overview of Part 2—Rainforest & Rainforest Animals
Book 6
Book 7
Book 8
Book 9
Book: Explore Book: The
Book: We’re
Book: One
My WorldRainforest
Roaming in the Day on our
Rainforests by Grew All
Rainforest by
Blue Planet: In
Marfe
Around by
Laurie Krebs
the Rainforest
Ferguson
Susan Mitchell & Anne
by Ella Bailey
Delano (N.
Wilson
Geographic)

Book 10
Book: Over in the
Jungle: A
Rainforest Rhyme
by Marianne
Berkes.

Overview of Part 3—Plateau (Altiplano) Region and Animals--Llama
Book 13
Book 14
Book 15
Books: The Littlest
Book: Is Your Mama a Llama? Book: Maria had a Little Llama
Llama by Jane Buxton by Deborah Guarino
by Angela Dominguez

Overview of Part 4--Ocean & Ocean Animals
Book 17
Book 18
Book 19
Book: Swimmy
Book: Over in the
Book: One White
by Leo Lionni
Ocean: A Coral Reef
Wishing Stone by
Rhyme by Marianne
Doris Gayzagian
Berkes

Book 20
Book: My Visit to the
Aquarium by Aliki

Book 11
Book:
Zonia’s
Rain
Forest by
Juana
MartinezNeal

Book 12
Book: Over
and Under the
Rainforest by
Kate Messner

Book 16
Book: National Geographic
Kids- Llamas by Maya Myers

Book 21
Book: It’s a Seashell Day
by Dianne Ochiltree

Wordless Books1. Wave by Suzy Lee
2. Aquarium by Cynthia Alonso
New Center Materials
Dramatic Play—Ocean Exploration Center – see p. 7 for full list and material descriptions
Books about the ocean (see next page)
S. America Habitat Book Ocean vs. Rainforest, Ocean Animal Matching Activity, Seashell Pattern Activity – See Materials
Felt Ocean Activity Board
Ocean Puzzles and Games
Water table materials
4
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Additional Books
South America Unit Preschool Books for Book Basket in Library
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

We can Use a Map by R.J. Macready
Looking at Maps & Globes by Rebecca Olien (Scholastic)
Learning About South America by Thomas K. Adamson
Abuela’s Weave by Enrique O. Sanchez
In the Rain Forest—A Touch and feel adventure
Down in the Jungle 1, 2, 3: A Rain Forest Counting Book
Rain Forest—Scholastic Discover More Book
Sea Creatures by Anne Faundez
The Underwater Alphabet Book by Jerry Pallotta
Here is the Coral Reef by Madeleine Dunphy
Ocean and Sea—Scholastic Discover More Book
Underwater Animals a Snapshot Picture Library
Octopuses One to Ten by Ellen Jackson & Robin Paige (counting book)

Ocean Books for Ocean Exploration Center








The Pout Pout Fish by Deborah Diesen
Ocean Animals Collection by National Geographic Kids
How to Hide and Octopus & Sea Creatures by Ruth Heller
I Spy Ocean Animals by Alek Malkovich
Field Trip to the Ocean Deep by John Hare
One Day on Our Blue Planet by Ella Bailey
Little Kids First Big Book of the Ocean by Catherine Hughes (National Geographic Kids)
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Material List for Unit 5 – South America
Whole Group Reading
Books
Me on The Map by Joan Sweeney
South America (Exploring Continents) by Alexis Roumanis- out of print
South America (Scholastic) by Rebecca Hirsch
Let’s Look at Brazil by Joy Frisch-Schmoll
Let’s Look at Ecuador by Joy Frisch-Schmoll
Let’s Look at Peru by Joy Frisch-Schmoll
Explore My World – Rainforests by Marfe Ferguson Delano
The Rainforest Grew All Around by Susan Mitchell
Over in the Jungle: A Rainforest Rhyme by Marianne Berkes
We’re Roaming in the Rainforest by Laurie Krebs & Anne Wilson
Zonia’s Rain Forest by Juana Martinez-Neal
Over and Under the Rainforest by Kate Messner
One Day on our Blue Planet… in the Rainforest by Ella Bailey
The Littlest Llama by Jane Buxton
Is Your Mama a Llama by Deborah Guarino
Maria had a Little Llama by Angela Dominguez
Swimmy by Leo Lionni
Over in the Ocean: A Coral Reef Rhyme by Marianne Berkes
My Visit to the Aquarium by Aliki
One White Wishing Stone by Doris Gayzgian
It’s a Seashell Day by Dianne Ochiltree
National Geographic Kids- Llamas by Maya Myers
Items without specific cost—made items or common classroom items
Rhyming picture cards—printed and laminated
Patterning Cards – printed and laminated
Total Circle Time Book Cost

Cost
$4.99
$12.95
$5.99
$6.95
$6.95
$6.95
$2.99
$9.22
$8.95
$7.99
$12.69
$12.99
$9.73
$5.39
$4.89
$8.74
$6.19
$7.95
$6.99
$16.95
$11.65
$4.99

$182.18

Small Group Activities
Wordless Books, Math Books
Aquarium by Cynthia Alonso
Wave by Suzy Lee

$11.19
$9.19

Total Cost of Small Group Books & Manipulatives

$20.38

Total Cost of S. America Unit = $203.46
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Unit 5: South America: Add to the Maps & Globes Activity Area

Purpose: Let children explore globe and maps through books and activities.
Materials: Map, Interactive globe with removable continents, classroom maps of USA &
World, small map of world, basket of preschool books, puzzles, materials to make maps, etc.
New for this Unit: Make a book about S. America
How it Works:
❖ Find a place in the classroom where you can set up a maps and globes activity area and explain how they
can use this area to learn more about the world.
❖ For this unit, add books about South America in addition to the maps books. As you do later units on
other continents add additional books and activities.
Possible Activities:
❖ Interactive Globe
❖ Small maps that can be explored (especially of places they have been or know: map of the school, map
from a recent field trip)
❖ Puzzle of the world
❖ Coloring work and crayons—color a map of the world. Find S. America.
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Unit 5: South America-Ocean Exploration Center
Purpose: Promote creative play, exploration and experimentation, oral
language skills, and fine motor skills.
New Materials:
- Listed below

How it Works:
❖ First introduced in Unit 3- ocean animals.
❖ In the dramatic play center, set up an ocean exploration center with lots of materials to explore the ocean
and ocean animals.
Activity

Purpose

Where to find

Real shell
exploration

Promote oral language skills through
dramatic play and fine motor skills
with manipulation of shells

Ocean Animal
Felt Board

Promote oral language skills through
manipulation and discussion of
familiar ocean animals

Real Shells ($9.99):
https://www.amazon.com/SeaShells-Mixed-Beach-Seashells/dp/B00XM1HOBC/ref
=sr_1_15?crid=3U80DQ3CB7YK9&keywords
=small+shells+for+crafts&qid=1641218354&sprefix
=small+shells+for+crafts%2Caps%2C91&sr=8-15
Microscope: From North America nature center
Tweezers: From North America nature center
Felt Board ($29.99):
https://www.amazon.com/Craftstory-Felt-StoryBoard-Large-Felt-Flannel-Stories-Board-Storytelling/
dp/B085SWBG29/ref=sr_1_2?crid=
3N5XBTA4H221T&keywords=ocean+animal+felt
+board&qid=1641221562&sprefix=ocean+animal+f
elt+board%2Caps%2C70&sr=8-2
Water Table ($14.99):
https://www.amazon.com/Animals-InflatableChristmas-HalloweenExplorers/dp/B08XYRSSTV/ref=sr_1_4?crid
=3D5H8YJ7U2SQK&keywords=ocean+animals+
water+beads&qid=1641219212&sprefix=ocean+animals+
water+beads%2Caps%2C61&sr=8-4
Use water beads and animals from kit above in a taped zipper
bag

Water Table

Promote oral language skills, fine
motor, and sensory development
with water scooping and
manipulation of small objects

Water Beads and
Ocean Animals

Promote oral language skills, fine
motor, and sensory development
with manipulation of water beads

8
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and ocean animals
Ocean Animals
Memory Game

Promote oral language and memory
skills

Memory Game ($14.99):
https://www.amazon.com/Memory-CardGame-PreschoolEducation/dp/B08P8HQRM1/ref=sr_1_5?crid
=4UCN255HMTPW&keywords=ocean+animals+
memory+game&qid=1641219444&sprefix=ocean+
animals+memory+game%2Caps%2C58&sr=8-5
South America Materials

Patterning with
Shells

Promote oral language skills and
understanding of patterns

Object to Picture
Match

Promote oral language skills and
attention to visual details

Ocean Animals ($10.99):
https://www.amazon.com/Terra-Battat-AnimalsAssorted-Miniature/dp/B00TYO5TAE/ref=sr_1_
12?crid=2K7602POLOI8S&keywords=small+ocean
+animal+figures&qid=1641219553&sprefix=small+
ocean+an%2Caps%2C58&sr=8-12
Picture Cards: South America Materials

South American
Habitats

Promote oral language and fine
motor skills

South America Materials

9
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Ocean Exploration Center

Ocean Animals Puzzle
Encourage students to name the animals and tell what
they know as they work the puzzle

Ocean Animals Felt Board. Create an ocean scene
with familiar ocean

Water Table. Fill the inflatable water table with
water and explore ocean animals with tools like
tweezers and water scoops.

Water beads and ocean animals. Soak water beads.
Place the beads and ocean animals in a bag and seal
zipper with tape.

Memory Game. Match ocean animal pairs.

Shell Patterning. Use the shell pictures to complete

the pattern strips.

Ocean Animal Object to Picture Match. Display
Ocean Animal Object to Picture Match. Set out the
the picture
and animal
objects
beautifully in a
Copyright
© cards
Dr. Amy
Murdoch,
2019
picture cards then place the matching objects on each
basket.
picture.
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S. American Animal Habitats
Skills Targeted: Oral language, vocabulary
Materials: South American animal habitats book (see materials section at the end of Unit)
Outline of Activity:
1. This activity ties well into the naturalist themed dramatic play area and should be set up in that space
for access by children.
2. Show the children the animal habitats book. Explain that every animal lives in a habitat. The
habitat is the place where the animal lives. Habitats include all of the animals and plants living in
that place.
3. Flip through the book and explain that today you will be deciding which animals live in each of the
following habitats. Show the page for each habitat as you read, “Ocean. Rainforest.”
4. Hold up one animal picture card. Name the animal in the card. Ask the children, Which habitat
does this animal live in? Briefly talk about the animal if children aren’t sure where it lives. Once
the children name the correct habitat, have them place the animal picture card onto that page, using
the Velcro.
5. Continue until all animal picture cards have been matched to their habitats.
6. Review the concept of habitats by flipping through the completed book and talking briefly about
what animals from each habitat have in common. These animals live in the ocean. They need
saltwater to survive.
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Unit 5: South America
Outline of Each Day’s Circle Time
Whole Group Circle Time—Basic Outline
1. Gathering Together (2 min): Gathering Song (see Music) or ABC Song to call students to circle.
2. Language Time! (3 min) – Nursery Rhyme, Finger Play, Song, Poem
3. Learning New Things (10 min)
a. Topic discussion for week 1: Continent of S. America, Countries in S. America
b. Story & Discussion Using 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
c. Included periodically: Shared Writing Experience
4. Highlight Center Where You Can Learn More

Second Read of Circle Time Story —Basic Outline
1.Story & Discussion, 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine (Small Group)
2. Follow Up Activity or Craft
The 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine – Read Two Times
1st Read – Focus on Listening to the Story—Whole Group Story Time
1. Before:
1. Introduce the topic
2. Introduce the book to generate excitement.
3. Point out title, author, & illustrator.
2. During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so children can get a sense of the full story.
2. Model Thinking Aloud.
3. Draw children’s attention to key content, vocabulary, and story elements: characters, setting, the
problem, etc.
3. After:
1. Ask their opinion—did they like it? Thumbs up/down. Why? Provide a sentence stem.
2. Questions: Ask simple questions about the book.
3. Review vocabulary & connect content of the book to their knowledge of the topic.
(2 & 3 should go in the order that makes sense for the book discussion)

2nd Read – Discuss Together & Activity
1. Before:
1. Ask the children if they can remember what this book is about—show them the cover to remind
them.
2. Point out the title, author, & illustrator.
3. Tell them we are going to read the story again and discuss the story. So be ready to share your ideas!
2. During:
1. Read with excitement and fluency.
2. Ask questions about how characters feel or what they might be thinking.
3. Highlight key vocabulary, content, and story elements.
3. After:
1. Ask for their opinion—did they like it? Thumbs up/down. Why? Provide a sentence stem.
12
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South America, Part 1—Continent of S. America, Countries in
S. America

Book 1: Me on the Map by Joan Sweeney
Materials Needed: Me on the Map by Joan Sweeney,
classroom maps of the world & the USA, globe
Language Time:
5 Little Monkeys
A finger play
5 little monkeys
jumping on the bed
hold up 5 finger and
make them jump
One fell off and
bumped his head!
hold up 1 finger and
then have it fall and
then touch hand to
head
Mama called the
doctor
Mime calling the
doctor
And the doctor said,
“no more Monkey’s
jumping on the bed
Shake head and your
finger no.
Repeat with 4, 3, 2, 1
and finally zero.

Learning New Things—1, 2, 3 Shared Storybook
Notes on Book: This book was first read in Unit 2 to Introduce the N. America Unit. It
introduces children to the idea that maps represent our world, country, neighborhood and even
room.
Key Vocabulary:

Map, Globe, Continent, North America, Country
Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before:
1. Introduce the Topic
Across the year we will be exploring different parts of the world. Show them the globe.
This is our planet Earth. We live on the Earth, and this globe is a small model of the
Earth. Earth is made up of land and water. We are going to re-read this book to
remind us how maps and globes work.
2. Introduce the book to generate excitement
We are going to read this book about maps. A map is a picture that helps to explain
where things are.
3. Point out the title and author
Me on the Map is the title of this story. The author of this story is Joan Sweeney.
Remember, the author is the person who writes the story.
During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so child can get a sense of the full story
2. Model Thinking Aloud
a. (pg. 3) Look! I see a green couch in her room, and I see the green couch on her
map in the same place next to her bed.
b. (pg. 7) I can see the river running through the middle of her town, and I also see
the river running through the middle of the map of the town. Do you remember
when we made a map of our classroom?
c. (pg. 14) We live on the continent North America. Here it is on the map! I can see
our country, the United States of America, right here! (point to the United States
on the map)
d. Say the names of where your students live
Our town = (Cincinnati), Our State = (Ohio), Our Country= (The United States of
America), Our Continent= (North America), Our Planet= (Earth)
13
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e. Use your globe and map to provide a visual
This is a globe, and this is a map. What shape is the globe? Yes, a globe is a
circle (or sphere). It is different from a map because a map is flat, but they both
show us a picture of our Earth.
3. Draw children’s attention to key content, vocabulary, and story elements: characters,
setting, the problem, etc.
a. The setting of the story is where the story takes place. Can you raise your hand
and tell me one place from the story? One place in the story is…. (her room, her
street, etc.).
b. Key Vocabulary Briefly define/highlight key vocabulary using child friendly
definitions. Reinforce these words throughout the day!
Map= a picture that shows where things are or how things work. We can
use a map to find our way from one place to a new place.
Globe= a model of the Earth
Continent= 7 large land areas on Earth
North America= One of the 7 continents. We live on the continent North
America
Country= A smaller piece of a continent. We live in the country called the
United States of America.
After:
1. Ask their opinion—did they like it? Thumbs up/down. Why? Provide a sentence
stem. Did you like this book (thumbs up/thumbs down)? Did you see a map in the
story that showed where she lived (thumbs up/thumbs down)? Tell me one thing you
learned in this story. One thing I learned in this story is...
2. Questions: Ask simple questions about the book.
a. What did the girl draw a map of? (her room, neighborhood)
b. What is this called? (point to the globe and show the picture of the Earth in
the book and how it can be “unwrapped” to make a map of the world)
c. Can you point to Ohio on this map? Point out the map of the USA and note
where you live.
3. Review vocabulary & connect content of the book to their knowledge of the topic (2
& 3 should go in the order that makes sense for the book discussion)
a. Please raise your hand and tell me what a map is.
b. What shape is a globe?
c. We live on the continent called North _________.
d. Is a globe a model of the Earth? Yes!
e. Tomorrow we are going to start learning about a new continent, South
America!
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South America, Part 1—Continents, South America, Brazil

Book 2, option 1: South America (out of print)
Materials Needed: Globe, Map, Book: South America by
Alexis Roumanis

Language Time:

5 Little Monkeys
A finger play
5 little monkeys
jumping on the bed

Learning New Things
Notes on Book: This book is non-fiction and introduces young children to South America.
Key Vocabulary: globe, map, continent, South America, rain forest, llama

Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before:

hold up 5 finger and
make them jump

1. Introduce the topic
Earlier this year we talked about how Earth is made up of 7 big parts of land
called continents. (Have them clap the syllables in the word continents.) Let’s clap
One fell off and
that big word to help us remember it, con-tin-ents. We started our exploration of
bumped his head!
the world with learning all about North America, that is the continent (clap again),
hold up 1 finger and then
we live on. (Point it out on the globe and map.) What country do we live in?
have it fall and then
Today, we are going to start exploring a new part of the world. We are going to
touch hand to head
explore the continent of South America. (Show them the globe & map of the
Mama called the
world.) We are going to learn about places, people and the animals that live in
doctor
South America.
Mime calling the doctor

And the doctor said,
“no more Monkey’s
jumping on the bed
Shake head and your
finger no.

Repeat with 4, 3, 2,
1 and finally zero.

2. Introduce the book to generate excitement.
Show the cover of the book. This book is going to teach us all about the continent
of South America. There are many different types of plants and animals in South
America. What animal do we see on the cover of this story? (Allow a few students
to respond, knowing they probably won’t guess correctly before reading the book.)
Let’s read to find out more about South America!
3. Point out title, author, & illustrator.
The title of this book is South America by Alexis Roumanis. There is no illustrator
for this book because it uses actual pictures taken in South America. Remember,
the person who writes a story is called the author, and the person who draws the
pictures is the illustrator. Who can raise their hand quietly and tell me what we
call the person who writes a story? Yes! The person who writes a story is called the
author.
During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so children can get a sense of the full story.
2. Model Thinking Aloud
a. (Pg.3) This is called a Table of Contents, it tells us where we can find
information in the book. It says here (point to page 12 in the Table of Contents)
that we can find information about plants in South America on page 12.
b. (pg. 7) (Point out the map.) Here is a map that shows where South America is.
15
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Look! It is below North America.
c. (pg. 8) Wow! The Amazon rainforest is the largest in the world! (Point to the
pictures of the lake, desert, mountains, and river.) What do you notice about
these pictures? I see the picture of the desert looks very dry and has a lot of
sand. That looks very different from the picture of the rainforest that has lots of
green leaves on trees and water. (Allow time for students to describe what they
see in the pictures.)
d. (pg. 10 and 11) These animals are very unique! That means they look very
special and different from anything I have seen before. Have you seen any of
these animals before? I have seen a jaguar at the zoo.
3. Draw children’s attention to key content, vocabulary, and story elements:
characters, setting, the problem, etc.
Key Vocabulary: Briefly define/highlight key vocabulary using child
friendly definitions. Reinforce these words throughout the day!
Globe= a model of the Earth
Map= an unwrapped globe.
Continent= 7 large land areas on Earth
South America= one of the 7 continents
Rainforest= an area with lots of rain, trees, and animals
Llama= an animal that lives in South America that has fuzzy fur and a
long neck
After:
1. Ask their opinion—did they like it? Thumbs up/down. Why? Provide a sentence
stem. Did you like this book (thumbs up/thumbs down)? Tell me one thing you
learned in this story. One thing I learned in this story is...
2. Questions: Ask simple questions about the book.
a. Please raise your hand and tell me what animals live in South America that
we read about in this book? Show page 10 to help students remember. Jaguar,
anaconda, sloth…
b. South America is home to many different types of plants. What plant was first
grown in South America? Pg. 12, Tomato plant
c. How many people live in South America? Pg. 19, 410 million
3. Review vocabulary & connect content of the book to their knowledge of the topic.
a. A map and a globe both show us where things are, but they are different. What
shape is a map? What shape is a globe?
b. The earth is made of 7 landforms called continents. We have already learned
about the continent, North America, which is where we live. Today, we
learned about a new continent called (South America)____________.
c. The rainforest gets a lot of rain and lots of plants and animals live there.
d. A llama is a type of animal that lives in South America.
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Book 2, option 1: South America by Alexis Roumanis

Share Information

Shared Writing
Materials: Book and white board or chalk board to create shared writing.
Shared Writing Routine: The steps of the process follow a pattern for each sentence written:
•
•

Plan – talk to the children about what to write
Write – write within view of the children and “think aloud” as you write your sentence,
highlighting the vocabulary and conventions you planned
• Read – Point to each word and read the sentence together.
You can follow this pattern to write an introductory (topic) sentence, followed by details, and finished with a
“wrap up” (concluding) sentence. When you “share information” you will write a short paragraph providing
factual information from the book.
Shared Writing Preparation to Share Information:
Topic Sentence: Prepare this topic sentence by writing it on the Shared Writing board leaving blank
spaces for the purple words:
South America is a continent.
Vocabulary to include, if possible (the words this week are a reflection on the reading):
South America- one of the 7 continents
Rainforest- a forest with lots of trees and rain. A lot of different kinds of animals live here.
Animals of South America: sloths, jaguars, tapirs, tortoises, anaconda
Plants of South America- pineapples, tomatoes, potatoes, cacao, coffee beans
Specific letters or conventions to highlight:
Current letters from the alphabetic group, capitals, periods
Plan your detail and concluding sentences (You can utilize the following.)
Detail: The world’s largest rainforest is there.
Detail: It has interesting animals, like sloths and jaguars.
Detail: Plants grow there like pineapples and tomatoes.
Conclusion: South America is our southern neighbor.
STEPS IN THE PROCESS:
1. Discuss the book and vocabulary:
The title of this book is South America and it is written by Alexis Roumanis. There is no illustrator for this book
because it uses actual pictures taken in South America. This book does not tell a story but it tells us facts. When
we write about what we learn, it helps us to learn better! So today we will write about what we have learned
about the continent of South America! We have learned a lot about South America from this book. To start,
South America is a continent. It is our neighbor to the south.
2. Topic Sentence:
Plan: Let’s write! We start our writing with an important sentence that tells what we are going to write more
about. I have started this important sentence but I need you to help me finish it: South America is a … you are
right, South America is a continent.
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Write: Let’s write that important first sentence. Write the sentence while thinking aloud, pointing out the
capital letters, spaces between words and any letters currently focused on in the Alphabetics Group.
South America is a continent.
Read: Read the sentence, pointing to each word. Read a second time asking students to “read” with you:
South America is a continent.
3. Detail Sentences
Plan: Gather input from children for the detail sentences.
We have written that very important first sentence that tells us what is coming next. Now it is time to write more
sentences about what we learned about the continent of South America.. (You can use the following questions
to elicit simple sentences that represent facts about Mexico.)
• South America has a huge forest with lots of trees and rain. Many different kinds of animals live there.
What is that called? Yes, a rainforest! Let’s write that as a sentence.
• We read about interesting animals on the continent of South America. What were some of these
interesting animals? (sloths, jaguars, tapirs, tortoises, anaconda were mentioned in the book)
• We also read about interesting plants that grow on the continent of South America. Let’s write a
sentence about some of these plants. (Pineapples, tomatoes, potatoes, cacao, coffee beans were
mentioned in the book).
Write: You can use the student responses to write sentences similar to the following:
• The world’s largest rainforest is there.
• It has interesting animals, like sloths and jaguars.
• Plants grow there like pineapples and tomatoes.
Write these sentences one at a time, making sure that you think aloud drawing attention to the capitals at the
beginning of the sentences along with any letter sounds the students have learned about.
Read: Read each sentence after you write it. Reread, pointing to each word and have the children “read” with
you.
• The world’s largest rainforest is there.
• It has interesting animals, like sloths and jaguars.
• Plants grow there like pineapples and tomatoes.
4. Concluding Sentence
Plan:
Let’s write a last sentence about the continent of South America. This sentence is important, just like our first
sentence. I think that it is important to tell our readers that South America is our big neighbor to the South,
don’t you? Can you tell that to me in a sentence? Good, South America is our Southern neighbor.
Write: Write the concluding sentence, thinking aloud as you write.
South America is our Southern neighbor.
Read:
Great let’s read our final sentence:
South America is our Southern neighbor.
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5. Read finished work together.
To finish, read the paragraph together, pointing to each word. Keep the writing posted and in view of the
students, returning to it and reading together when possible.
South America is a continent. The world’s largest rainforest is there. It has interesting animals,
like sloths and jaguars. Plants grow there like pineapples and tomatoes. South America is our
Southern neighbor.
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South America, Part 1—Continents, South America, Brazil

Book 2: South America by Rebecca Hirsch (new and in print)
Materials Needed: Globe, Map, Book

Language Time
5 Little Monkeys
A finger play

Learning New Things

5 little monkeys
jumping on the bed

Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before:
1. Introduce the topic
Earlier this year we talked about how Earth is made up of 7 big parts of land
called continents. (Have them clap the syllables in the word continents.) Let’s clap
that big word to help us remember it, con-tin-ents. We started our exploration of the
world with learning all about North America, that is the continent (clap again), we
live on. (Point it out on the globe and map.) What country do we live in? Today, we
are going to start exploring a new part of the world. We are going to explore the
continent of South America. (Show them the globe & map of the world.) We are
going to learn about places, people and the animals that live in South America.

hold up 5 finger and
make them jump

One fell off and
bumped his head!
hold up 1 finger and
then have it fall and
then touch hand to
head

Mama called the
doctor

Notes on Book: This book is non-fiction and introduces young children to South America.
Key Vocabulary: globe, map, continent, South America, rain forest, llama, mountains, deserts

2. Introduce the book to generate excitement.
Show the cover of the book. This book is going to teach us all about the continent
of South America. There are many different types of plants and animals in South
And the doctor said,
America. What animal do we see on the cover of this story? (Allow a few students
“no more Monkey’s
to respond, knowing they probably won’t guess correctly before reading the book.)
jumping on the bed
Let’s read to find out more about South America!
Shake head and your
Mime calling the doctor

finger no.

Repeat with 4, 3, 2,
1 and finally zero.

3. Point out title, author, & illustrator.
The title of this book is South America by Rebecca Hirsch. There is no illustrator for
this book because it uses actual pictures taken in South America. Remember, the
person who writes a story is called the author, and the person who draws the
pictures is the illustrator. Who can raise their hand quietly and tell me what we call
the person who writes a story? Yes! The person who writes a story is called the
author.
During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so children can get a sense of the full story.
2. Model Thinking Aloud
a. (pg.3) This is called a Table of Contents, it tells us where we can find
information in the book. It says here (point to page 17 in the Table of
Contents) that we can find information about Amazing Animals on page 17.
How exciting!
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b. (pg. 6) (Point out the map.) Here is a map that shows where South America is.
It is below North America. On this map South America is yellow.
c. (pg. 9) Wow! The Amazon rainforest is the largest in the world! Here is a
picture of a woman using a plant in the rainforest. I wonder if she is making
food or medicine with this plant.
d. (pg. 13) This animal with white fur is the same animal from the cover. Do we
know what it is called now? Yes, it’s a llama. Llamas help people carry
things up and down the mountains in South America.
e. (pg. 15) There are deserts in South America. A desert is a place that is very
dry. Look the ground is so dry that it cracked.
3. Draw children’s attention to key content, vocabulary, and story elements: characters,
setting, the problem, etc.
Key Vocabulary: Briefly define/highlight key vocabulary using child friendly
definitions. Reinforce these words throughout the day!
Globe= a model of the Earth
Map= an unwrapped globe.
Continent= 7 large land areas on Earth
South America= one of the 7 continents
Rainforest= an area with lots of rain, trees, and animals
Llama= an animal that lives in South America that has fuzzy fur and a long neck
Mountains= a group of really tall hills
Deserts= dry places where it rarely rains
After:
1. Ask their opinion—did they like it? Thumbs up/down. Why? Provide a sentence
stem. Did you like this book (thumbs up/thumbs down)? Tell me one thing you
learned in this story. One thing I learned in this story is...
2. Questions: Ask simple questions about the book.
a. Please raise your hand and tell me what animals live in South America that we
read about in this book? Show page 12, 16, 18, and 20 to help students
remember. Llama, howler monkey, scarlet macaw/parrot, pink dolphin.
b. South America is home to many different types of plants. What two things do
people in the rain forest make plants into? Pg. 9, Food and medicine.
c. How do llamas help people in South America? Pg. 13, They carry things up and
down the mountain
3. Review vocabulary & connect content of the book to their knowledge of the topic.
a. A map and a globe both show us where things are, but they are different. What
shape is a map? What shape is a globe?
b. The earth is made of 7 landforms called continents. We have already learned
about the continent, North America, which is where we live. Today, we learned
about a new continent called (South America)____________.
c. The rainforest gets a lot of rain and lots of plants and animals live there.
d. A llama is a type of animal that lives in the mountains of South America.
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Book 2, option 2: South America by Rebecca Hirsch
Shared Writing

Share Information

Materials: Book and white board or chalk board to create shared writing.
Shared Writing Routine:The steps of the process follow a pattern for each sentence written:
•
•

Plan – talk to the children about what to write
Write – write within view of the children and “think aloud” as you write your sentence,
highlighting the vocabulary and conventions you planned
• Read – Point to each word and read the sentence together.
You can follow this pattern to write an introductory (topic) sentence, followed by details, and finished with a
“wrap up” (concluding) sentence. When you “share information” you will write a short paragraph providing
factual information from the book.
Shared Writing Preparation to Share Information:
Topic Sentence: Prepare this topic sentence by writing it on the Shared Writing board leaving blank
spaces for the purple words:
South America is a continent.
Vocabulary to include, if possible (the words this week are a reflection on the reading):
South America- one of the 7 continents
Rainforest- a forest with lots of trees and rain. A lot of different kinds of animals live here.
Animals of South America: llama, howler monkey, scarlet macaw/parrot, pink dolphin, jaguar
Plants of South America- the plants are used as food and medicine
Specific letters or conventions to highlight:
Current letters from the alphabetic group, capitals, periods
Plan your detail and concluding sentences (You can utilize the following.)
Detail: The world’s largest rainforest is there.
Detail: It has interesting animals, like llamas and pink dolphins.
Detail: Plants are used for food and medicine.
Conclusion: South America is our southern neighbor.
STEPS IN THE PROCESS:
1. Discuss the book and vocabulary:
The title of this book is South America and it is written by Rebecca Hirsch. There is no illustrator for this book
because it uses actual pictures taken in South America. This book does not tell a story but it tells us facts. When
we write about what we learn, it helps us to learn better! So today we will write about what we have learned
about the continent of South America! We have learned a lot about South America from this book. To start,
South America is a continent. It is our neighbor to the south.
2. Topic Sentence:
Plan: Let’s write! We start our writing with an important sentence that tells what we are going to write more
about. I have started this important sentence but I need you to help me finish it: South America is a … you are
right, South America is a continent.
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Write: Let’s write that important first sentence. Write the sentence while thinking aloud, pointing out the
capital letters, spaces between words and any letters currently focused on in the Alphabetics Group.
South America is a continent.
Read: Read the sentence, pointing to each word. Read a second time asking students to “read” with you:
South America is a continent.
3. Detail Sentences
Plan: Gather input from children for the detail sentences.
We have written that very important first sentence that tells us what is coming next. Now it is time to write more
sentences about what we learned about the continent of South America. (You can use the following questions to
elicit simple sentences that represent facts about Mexico.)
• South America has a huge forest with lots of trees and rain. Many different kinds of animals live there.
What is that called? Yes, a rainforest! Let’s write that as a sentence.
• We read about interesting animals on the continent of South America. What were some of these
interesting animals? (llamas, howler monkeys, scarlet macaws/parrots, pink dolphins, and jaguars were
mentioned in the book)
• We also read about plants and what they are used for. Do you remember how people in the South
American rain forest use plants? They make plants into food and medicine.
Write: You can use the student responses to write sentences similar to the following:
• The world’s largest rainforest is there.
• It has interesting animals, like llamas and pink dolphins.
• Plants are used for food and medicine.
Write these sentences one at a time, making sure that you think aloud drawing attention to the capitals at the
beginning of the sentences along with any letter sounds the students have learned about.
Read: Read each sentence after you write it. Reread, pointing to each word and have the children “read” with
you.
• The world’s largest rainforest is there.
• It has interesting animals, like llamas and pink dolphins.
• Plants are used for food and medicine.
4. Concluding Sentence
Plan:
Let’s write a last sentence about the continent of South America. This sentence is important, just like our first sentence. I
think that it is important to tell our readers that South America is our big neighbor to the South, don’t you? Can you tell
that to me in a sentence? Good, South America is our Southern neighbor.

Write: Write the concluding sentence, thinking aloud as you write.
South America is our Southern neighbor.
Read:
Great let’s read our final sentence:
South America is our Southern neighbor.
5. Read finished work together.
To finish, read the paragraph together, pointing to each word. Keep the writing posted and in view of the students,
returning to it and reading together when possible.South America is a continent. The world’s largest rainforest
is there. It has interesting animals, like llamas and pink dolphins. Plants are used for food and medicine.
South America is our Southern neighbor.
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South America, Part 1—Continents, South America, Brazil

Book 3: Let’s Look at Brazil by Joy Frisch-Schmoll
Materials Needed: Let’s Look at Brazil book, map, globe
Language Time:
5 Little Monkeys
A finger play
5 little monkeys
jumping on the bed
hold up 5 finger and make
them jump

One fell off and
bumped his head!
hold up 1 finger and then
have it fall and then touch
hand to head

Mama called the
doctor
Mime calling the doctor

And the doctor said,
“no more Monkey’s
jumping on the bed
Shake head and your
finger no.

Repeat with 4, 3, 2, 1
and finally zero.

Learning New Things—1, 2, 3 Shared Storybook
Notes on Book: This is a non-fiction book about Brazil. It introduces children to key places in
Brazil.
Key Vocabulary: globe, map, continent, country, South America, Brazil

Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before:
1. Introduce the topic.
Remember, we are learning about S. America (show them where it is on the map and
globe—remind them of the meaning of continent, map/globe). Continents are made
up of many countries. Here is the country of Brazil (point on map/globe).
2. Introduce the book to generate excitement. Show the cover of the book.
This book is about the largest country in S. America—Brazil.
3. Point out title, author, & illustrator.
The title of this book is Let’s Look at Brazil, by Joy Frisch-Schmoll. Who can raise
their hand and tell me what the author of a story does? Correct! The author writes the
story.
During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so children can get a sense of the full story.
2. Model Thinking Aloud
a. (pg. 1) There is a map of the world. I see S. America and the yellow is where
Brazil is located. Oh! Look there is N. America (point).
b. (pg. 2) “The weather is warm and wet.” All of that water must be really good
for the trees. That must be why there is a rainforest there!
c. Capybaras are so cute! We don’t have capybaras in N. America. Some animals
are unique to S. America.
d. On the Job (p. 12). We have doctors, dentists and teachers here too! There are
lots of things that are the same in North and South America.
3. Draw children’s attention to key content, vocabulary, and story elements: characters,
setting, the problem, etc.
Key Vocabulary: Briefly define/highlight key vocabulary using child friendly
definitions. Reinforce these words throughout the day!
Globe= a model of the Earth
Map= an unwrapped globe.
Continent= 7 large land areas on Earth
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Country= A smaller piece of a continent. We live in the country called the
United States of America.
South America= one of the 7 continents
Brazil= the largest country in South America

After:
1. Ask their opinion—did they like it? Thumbs up/down. Why? Provide a sentence stem.
Did you like this book (thumbs up/thumbs down)? Tell me one thing you learned in
this story. One thing I learned in this story is...
2. Questions: Ask simple questions about the book.
a. What was this book about?
b. What are some of the animals that live in the rainforest?
c. What game do children like to play in Brazil? Do you like soccer?
3. Review vocabulary & connect content of the book to their knowledge of the topic.
a. Brazil is a country in South America.
b. South America is a one of the 7 continents.
c. A globe is a model of the Earth. Let’s find Brazil on our globe.
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S. America, Part 1 – Countries of S. America: Ecuador
Book 4: Let’s Look at Ecuador by Joy Frisch-Schmoll
Materials Needed: Globe, map, book South America by Exploring
Continents
Language Time:

5 Little Monkeys
A finger play
5 little monkeys jumping on
the bed
hold up 5 finger and make
them jump
One fell off and bumped his
head!
hold up 1 finger and then
have it fall and then touch
hand to head
Mama called the doctor
Mime calling the doctor
And the doctor said, “no
more Monkey’s jumping on
the bed
Shake head and your finger
no.
Repeat with 4, 3, 2, 1 and
finally zero.

Learning New Things- 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine

Notes on Book: This is a simple non-fiction book giving facts about
Ecuador.
Key Vocabulary:
Country, South America, Continent, rare, transportation, rain forest
Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before:
1. Introduce the Topic
We have been talking about exploring different parts of the world. Show
them the globe & map of the world. The Earth is made up of 7 big parts
of land called continents. Have them clap the syllables in continents.
Let’s clap that big word to help us remember, con-tin-ents. Yesterday we
talked about South America (show book 2) and today we are going to
start exploring South America by learning about one of countries in
South America called Ecuador. Ecuador is a country in South America.
Let’s clap the syllables in Ecuador (Ec-ua-dor). There are 3 syllables in
Ecuador. Let’s try it again! (Ec-ua-dor). Here is Ecuador on the globe
and map. (Point out N. America & the USA on the map/globe)
2. Introduce the book to generate excitement.
The title of our story is Let’s Look at Ecuador. (Look at the pictures on
the front cover). What are some places that we will learn about in Peru?
Give students a chance to respond knowing they probably won’t be able
to answer correctly before reading the story.
3. Point out the title, author, and illustrator.
The author of the story is Joy Frisch-Schmoll. What does the author of
the story do? (The author writes the story.) This story uses photographs,
so there is no illustrator. This is called nonfiction because it has real
information about the country.
During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so children can get a sense of the full
story.
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2. Model Thinking Aloud
a. (pg. 4 map) Look! Ecuador is in South America
b. (pg. 8) Look at the animals that live in Ecuador! Monkeys, tapirs,
birds, snakes, giant tortoises
c. Clap the word continent (con-tin-ent) when it comes up to help them
remember.
d. Point out that Ecuador is on the continent South America (many
times).
e. (pg. 18) People travel around Ecuador using different types of
transportation including buses, taxis, and boats! We also use buses
and cars to get around our country.
3. Review key vocabulary:
Key Vocabulary:
Country- a smaller piece of a continent. Ecuador is a country.
South America- One of the 7 continents. Ecuador is on the
continent South America.
Continent- 7 large land areas on Earth
Rare- not often seen, found, or happening
Transportation- how we move from one place to another
Rain forest- an area with lots of rain, trees, and animals
After:
1. Ask for their opinion- did they like it? Thumbs up/down. Why? Provide a
sentence stem. Did you like this book (thumbs up/thumbs down)? Why
did you like/dislike this book? I liked this book because…
2. Questions: Ask simple questions about the book.
a. Why are the Galapagos Islands famous? (show pictures as
needed: page 20) The giant tortoises live there and people from
all over the world come to see them!
b. Ecuador is on which continent? South America
c. What are some of the types of transportation people use to travel
around Ecuador? (show pictures as needed: page 18) Buses,
taxis, and boats.
3. Review vocabulary and connect content of the book to their knowledge
of the topic.
a. Today, we learned about the country called _________
(Ecuador).
b. South ________( America) is one of the 7 continents. Ecuador is
in South America.
c. What do we call a place with lots of rain, trees, and animals?
(Rain forest)
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S. America, Part 1 – Countries of S. America: Peru
Book 5: Let’s Look at Peru by Joy Frisch-Schmoll
Materials Needed: Globe, map, book South America by Exploring
Continents
Language Time:

5 Little Monkeys
A finger play
5 little monkeys
jumping on the bed
hold up 5 finger and
make them jump
One fell off and
bumped his head!
hold up 1 finger and
then have it fall and
then touch hand to
head
Mama called the
doctor
Mime calling the
doctor
And the doctor said,
“no more Monkey’s
jumping on the bed
Shake head and your
finger no.
Repeat with 4, 3, 2, 1
and finally zero.

Learning New Things- 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine

Notes on Book: This book is non-fiction and introduces young children to Peru.
Key Vocabulary: continent, South America, country, mountains, rain forest
Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before:
1. Introduce the topic
Earlier this year we talked about how Earth is made up of 7 big parts of land
called, continents. Have them clap the syllables in the word continents. Let’s clap
that big word to help us remember it, con-tin-ents. Today, we are going to
continue exploring a new country in South America, called Peru. Say the word
Peru with me “Peru”. Peru is a country in South America. We are going to learn
about places, people and the animals that live in South America.
2. Introduce the book to generate excitement.
Show the cover of the book. This book is going to teach us all about the country of
Peru. There are many different types of land areas and animals in Peru. What do
we see on the cover of this story? (Allow a few students to respond, knowing they
probably won’t guess correctly before reading the book.) Let’s read to find out
more about Peru!
3. Point out title, author, & illustrator.
The title of this book is Let’s Look at Peru by Joy Frisch-Schmoll. There is no
illustrator for this book because it uses actual pictures taken in Peru. Remember,
the person who writes a story is called the author, and the person who draws the
pictures is the illustrator. Who can raise their hand quietly and tell me what we
call the person who writes a story? Yes! The person who writes a story is called
the author.
During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so children can get a sense of the full story.
2. Model Thinking Aloud
a. (Table of Contents) This is called a Table of Contents, it tells us where we
can find information in the book. It says here (point to page 16 in the Table
of Contents) that we can find information about celebrations in Peru on
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page 16.
b. (pg. 4) Point to the map. Here is a map that shows where Peru is. Look! It
is on the continent of South America. South America is below North
America.
c. (pg.6) Wow! There is snow on top of the mountains!
d. (pg. 8) The rainforest is wet and hot, but the mountains are cold! Wow!
There is a lot to explore in Peru!
3. Draw children’s attention to key content, vocabulary, and story elements:
characters, setting, the problem, etc.
Key Vocabulary: Briefly define/highlight key vocabulary using child friendly
definitions. Reinforce these words throughout the day!
Continent= 7 large land areas on Earth
South America= one of the 7 continents
Country= a smaller piece of a continent
Rainforest= an area with lots of rain, trees, and animals
Mountain= a very tall landform
After:
1. Ask their opinion—did they like it? Thumbs up/down. Why? Provide a sentence
stem. Did you like this book (thumbs up/thumbs down)? Tell me one thing you
learned in this story. One thing I learned in this story is...
2. Questions: Ask simple questions about the book.
a. Please raise your hand and tell me what animals live in Peru? Show page
10 to help students remember: tapir, llama, penguins, jaguars)
b. How do people in Peru celebrate holidays? Festivals pg. 16
c. Where is Machu Pichu? High in the _______ (mountains) pg. 20
3. Review vocabulary & connect content of the book to their knowledge of the topic.
a. There are different land areas in Peru. What do we call the area that gets
lot of rain and is home to many different kinds of animals? Rain forest
b. The earth is made of 7 landforms called continents. We have been learning
about the continent, South America. What country on South America did
we learn about today? (Peru)___________.
c. In the mountains of Peru, it can get very cold and even snow!
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South America, Part 2—Rainforest & Rainforest Animals

Book 6: Explore My World: Rainforests

Language Time
5 Little Monkeys
A finger play
5 little monkeys
jumping on the bed
hold up 5 finger and make
them jump

One fell off and
bumped his head!
hold up 1 finger and then
have it fall and then touch
hand to head

Mama called the doctor
Mime calling the doctor

And the doctor said,
“no more Monkey’s
jumping on the bed
Shake head and your
finger no.

Repeat with 4, 3, 2, 1
and finally zero.

Learning New Things – 1,2,3 Shared Story Book

Notes on Book: This book is a non-fiction book with beautiful photos of interesting
animals that live in the rainforest.
Key Vocabulary: globe, map, continent, South America, rainforest

Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before:
1. Introduce the topic
We are learning about S. America (show them where it is on the map). We
learned S. America is home to the world’s largest rainforest, the Amazon
rainforest.
2. Introduce the book to generate excitement. Show the cover of the book
Now, we are going to learn more about the rainforest and the animals who call it
home. Look at this beautiful picture! Wow! Let’s read and learn more!
3. Point out title, author, & illustrator.
The title of this story is Rain Forests by Marfe Ferguson Delano. This book is full
of real pictures of the animals that live in the rain forest.
During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so children can get a sense of the full story.
2. Model Thinking Aloud.
a. (pg. 6 & 7) There are so many beautiful animals on the rain forest! Look
at all the different colors! Blue, pink, yellow, and green (point to each
color).
b. (pg. 10) The forest floor is the bottom level of the rain forest.
c. (pg. 15) The understory is the level of shrubs, vines, and small trees above
the forest floor.
d. (pg. 17) The canopy level is above the understory. It has the leaves and
branches of giant trees.
e. (pg. 22) Wow! It rains almost every day!
f. (pg. 27) Look at all of the layers of the rain forest. They are beautiful!
g. (pg. 29) Use the map to locate South America and the rain forests.
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3. Draw children’s attention to key content, vocabulary, and story elements:
characters, setting, the problem, etc.
Key Vocabulary: Briefly define/highlight key vocabulary using child friendly
definitions. Reinforce these words throughout the day!
Globe= a model of the Earth
Map= an unwrapped globe.
Continent= 7 large land areas on Earth
South America= one of the 7 continents
Rainforest= an area with lots of rain, trees, plants, and animals.

After:
1. Ask their opinion—did they like it? Thumbs up/down. Why? Provide a sentence
stem. Did you like this book (thumbs up/thumbs down)? Tell me one thing you
learned in this story. One thing I learned in this story is..
2. Questions: Ask simple questions about the book.
a. What was your favorite animal that can be found in the rainforest?
b. Where is the largest rainforest found? What continent? Use the map on
page 29.
c. Why is it called a rainforest? It rains almost every day.
3. Review vocabulary & connect content of the book to their knowledge of the
topic.
a. South America is one of the 7 large land areas called continents.
b. (pg. 29) What do we call this picture that shows us where all of the
rainforests are? A map.
c. (pg. 27) Let’s name the 4 layers of the rainforest together: (point as you
read) forest floor, understory, canopy, emergent layer.
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South America, Part 2—Rainforest & Rainforest Animals
Book 6: Explore My World: Rainforests by Marfe Ferguson
Shared Writing

Share
Information

Materials: Explore My World: Rainforests and white board or chalk board to create
shared writing.

Shared Writing Routine: The steps of the process follow a pattern for each sentence written:
• Plan – talk to the children about what to write
• Write – write within view of the children and “think aloud” as you write your sentence,
highlighting the vocabulary and conventions you planned
• Read – Point to each word and read the sentence together.
You can follow this pattern to write an introductory (topic) sentence, followed by details, and finished
with a “wrap up” (concluding) sentence. When you “share information” you will write a short paragraph
providing factual information from the book. This paragraph will include a topic sentence and three
detail sentences. A concluding sentence is not necessary in this writing.
Shared Writing Preparation to Share Information:
Topic Sentence: Prepare this topic sentence by writing it on the Shared Writing board
leaving blank spaces for the purple words:
We learned about the rainforests in South America.
Vocabulary to include, if possible (the words this week reflect those in the reading):
South America- one of the 7 continents
Rainforest- a forest with lots of trees and rain found in South America
How the rainforest feels: deep dark shade, hot steamy air
Animals of the rainforest: snakes, lizards, butterflies, pythons, tarantulas, dart frogs,
tigers, bears, bats, bugs, tree kangaroos, leopards, lizards, howler monkeys, macaws,
toucans, hummingbirds, monkeys, tree frogs, sloths
Sounds of the rainforest:- split, splat, splatter boom, rain beats against leaves, drip drop
Specific letters or conventions to highlight:
Current letters from the alphabetic group, capitals, periods
Plan your detail and concluding sentences (You can utilize the following.)
Detail: Rainforests feel _____________.
Detail: I see _____________ in rainforests.
Detail: I hear _____________ in rainforests.
STEPS IN THE PROCESS:
1. Discuss the book and vocabulary:
We are learning about South America (show them where it is on the map). We learned that South
America is home to the world’s largest rainforest, the Amazon rainforest. In Explore My World:
Rainforests we learned about the rainforest and the animals who call it home. It was a beautiful book that
shared information about how the rainforest feels, what you can see there and what you hear there.
2. Topic Sentence:
Plan: Let’s write! We start our writing with an important sentence that tells what we are going to write
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more about. I have started this important sentence but I need you to help me finish it: We learned about
(the rainforests in South America.) That’s right – we learned about the rainforests of South America.
That is a good sentence to start our writing. It tells the reader what we plan to write about.
Write: Let’s write that important first sentence. Write the sentence while thinking aloud, pointing out
the capital letters, spaces between words and any letters currently focused on in the Alphabetics Group.
We learned about the rainforests in South America.
Read: Read the sentence, pointing to each word. Read a second time asking students to “read” with you:
We learned about the rainforests in South America.
3. Detail Sentences
Plan: Gather input from children for the detail sentences.
We have written that very important first sentence that tells us what is coming next. Now it is time to
write more sentences about what we learned that you feel, see and hear in rainforests. (You can use the
following questions along with a review of the book to elicit simple sentences that represent facts about
Mexico.)
• (Reread p. 5) This page told us how South American rainforests feel. (Discuss how the rainforest
feels.)I will start our sentence, Rainforests feel… Yes, the book helps us to understand that
rainforests feel dark, hot and steamy. We can use these words from our book to share how
rainforests feel.
• (Reread pp. 6-19)We read about interesting that live in the rainforests of South America. What
were some of these interesting animals? (snakes, lizards, butterflies, pythons, tarantulas, dart
frogs, tigers, bears, bats, bugs, tree kangaroos, leopards, lizards, howler monkeys, macaws,
toucans, hummingbirds, monkeys, tree frogs, sloths were all mentioned) I will start our sentence
and leave a blank: We see ___________ in rainforests. Let’s add three of our favorite rainforest
animals to the sentence to make it complete.
• (Reread pp. 20-23)We also read about the sounds that the thunderstorms make in the rainforests.
(split, splat, splatter boom, rain beats against leaves, drip drop). I will start our sentence and
leave a blank: We hear ___________ in rainforests. Let’s add sounds to the sentence that a
thunderstorm makes to complete the sentence.
Write: You can use the student responses to write sentences similar to the following:
• Rainforests feel dark, hot and steamy.
• I see lizards, howler monkeys, macaws in rainforests.
• I hear split, splat, splatter and boom in rainforests.

Write these sentences one at a time, making sure that you think aloud drawing attention to the capitals at
the beginning of the sentences along with any letter sounds the students have learned about.
Read: Read each sentence after you write it. Reread, pointing to each word and have the children “read”
with you.
• Rainforests feel dark, hot and steamy.
• I see lizards, howler monkeys, macaws in rainforests.
• I hear split, splat, splatter and boom in rainforests.

4. Read finished work together.
To finish, read the paragraph together, pointing to each word. Keep the writing posted and in view of the
students, returning to it and reading together when possible. We learned about the rainforests in
South America. Rainforests feel dark, hot and steamy. I see lizards, howler monkeys, macaws in
rainforests. I hear split, splat, splatter and boom in rainforests.
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South America, Part 2 – Rainforest & South American Rainforest Animals

Book 7: The Rainforest Grew All Around by Susan Mitchell

Language Time:
5 Little Monkeys
A finger play
5 little monkeys
jumping on the bed
hold up 5 finger and make
them jump

One fell off and
bumped his head!
hold up 1 finger and then
have it fall and then touch
hand to head

Mama called the
doctor
Mime calling the doctor

And the doctor said,
“no more Monkey’s
jumping on the bed
Shake head and your
finger no.

Repeat with 4, 3, 2, 1
and finally zero.

Learning New Things—1, 2, 3 Shared Story Book
Notes on Book: The text is set to the tune of the popular song, “The Green Grass Grew
All Around.” There are short paragraphs with facts about some of the featured plants
and animals.
Key Vocabulary: globe, map, continent, South America, rainforest, sloth, Toucan,
Jaguar
Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before:
1. Introduce the topic
We have been learning about the continent South America, rainforests, and the
animals you find in the rainforest. Today, we are going to read a story about the
animals in the rainforest.
2. Introduce the book to generate excitement. Show the cover of the book.
This book is read to the tune “Green Grass Grows All Around”. (Consider playing
a clip of the song to get students familiar with the melody) As I read this story, look
closely at all of the beautiful pictures of animals.
3. Point out title, author, & illustrator.
The title of this story is The Rainforest Grew All Around. The author of the story is
Susan K. Mitchell, and the illustrator, the person who drew the pictures, is Connie
McLennon.
During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so children can get a sense of the full story.
2. Model Thinking Aloud.
a. This says that a jaguar’s spots help it to hide in the shadows. I wonder how
the spots help it hide.
b. Read just a few of the facts. Choose facts for animals that the children
demonstrate interest in.
3. Draw children’s attention to key content, vocabulary, and story elements:
characters, setting, the problem, etc.
Key Vocabulary: Briefly define/highlight key vocabulary using child friendly
definitions. Reinforce these words throughout the day!
Globe= a model of the Earth
Map= an unwrapped globe.
Continent= 7 large land areas on Earth
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South America= one of the 7 continents
Rainforest= an area with lots of rain, trees, plants, and animals.
Sloth= a slow-moving animal that hangs upside-down in trees
Toucan= a bird with a large, colorful beak.
Jaguar= a large, spotted cat
After:
1. Ask their opinion—did they like it? Thumbs up/down. Why? Provide a sentence
stem. Did you like this book (thumbs up/thumbs down)? Tell me one thing you
learned in this story. One thing I learned in this story is...
2. Questions: Ask simple questions about the book.
a. What was this story about?
b. Can you name of one the rainforest animals from the book?
c. Why is the rainforest a perfect place for animals to live?
3. Review vocabulary & connect content of the book to their knowledge of the topic.
a. A place with lots of rain, animals, plants, and trees is called a rainforest.
b. What animal has a big, colorful beak? A toucan.
c. How do jaguars hide in the rainforest? They use their spots as camouflage.
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Book 7: The Rainforest Grew All Around
1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Re-Read Activity for this Book
Materials: Book, large piece of white paper for mural with trees and vines already
drawn by teacher, cutouts of rainforest animals for children to color and glue to mural,
colored pencils or markers, and glue sticks.

Do this book & activity in a small group.
Before:
1. Ask if the children can remember what this book is about—show them the cover to remind them.
Do you remember this story we read? Who can raise their hand and tell me what the story is about? This
story is about the animals in the rainforest, and it also contains rhyming words. Remember, words that
rhyme have the same ending sound, like cat and mat rhyme because they both end it –at.
2. Point out the title & author –ask if anyone can tell you what the author does.
The title of this story is The Rainforest Grew All Around. It was written by Susan K. Mitchell, so she is the
author of the story. The illustrator, or the person who drew the pictures in the story, is Connie McLennon.
3. Tell them this time we are going to sing the words in the book together.
Listen closely to the tune as I sing. Join in when you can.
During:
1. Read with excitement and fluency.
2. Ask questions about how characters feel or what they may be thinking.
Do you think the animals are happy living in the rainforest? How do you know?
3. Highlight key vocabulary, content, and story elements.
Read more of the facts on each page. Again choose facts for animals that are interesting to the children. Only
read all of the facts if the children are very engaged and interested.
Key Vocabulary: globe, map, continent, South America, rainforest, sloth, Toucans, Jaguars

After:
1. Ask for their opinion—did they like it? Thumbs up/down. Why? Provide a sentence stem.
Did you like this book (thumbs up/thumbs down)? Why did you like/dislike this story? My favorite part of
this story is...
2. Ask a few questions about story elements and discuss 2-3 interesting vocabulary words.
a. Where is the setting of this story? The rainforest
b. Who are the characters in the story? All of the animals
3. Follow Up activity: Create a mural
Before- Teacher selects a large piece of white paper and draws several trees and vines to create the
background for the rainforest. Teacher also prints animal outlines for children to color. Consider the number
of students in your classroom and how many animals each may want to color. Print an appropriate number.
Cut out the animals for children who haven’t yet mastered scissor skills.
During- Name the animals that are available for coloring. Ask the children which they would like to
color. Look at the book if a child doesn’t remember what color the animal should be. Once the animal is
colored and cut out, the child can glue it to the large piece of paper. When all children have added animals, 36
there
will be a beautiful, colorful mural of the rainforest to display in the classroom.
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Teacher Created Backdrop of Rainforest

Children Created Backdrop of Rainforest
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South America, Part 2—Rainforest & Rainforest Animals

Book 8: We’re Roaming in the Rainforest by Laurie Krebs
This book has a follow up re-read activity (see next page).

Language Time:
5 Little Monkeys
A finger play
5 little monkeys
jumping on the bed
hold up 5 finger and make
them jump

One fell off and
bumped his head!
hold up 1 finger and then
have it fall and then touch
hand to head

Mama called the
doctor
Mime calling the doctor

And the doctor said,
“no more Monkey’s
jumping on the bed
Shake head and your
finger no.

Repeat with 4, 3, 2, 1
and finally zero.

Learning New Things—1, 2, 3 Shared Storybook
Notes on the Books: This is a fun rhyming book that features animals of the Amazon
rainforest. The information at the end of the book is very rich and worth reading with
children when they are interested.
Key Vocabulary: roaming, eagerly, nectar, S. America, rainforest, animal names—sloth,
parrots, etc.

Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before:
1. Introduce the topic
We are exploring South America (show on the map/globe). We are learning about
the rainforest and all of the fascinating animals found in the rainforest. The Amazon
rainforest is the largest rainforest in the world, and it is in S. America.
2. Introduce the book to generate excitement. Show the cover of the book.
Today we are going to read another book about the animals of the rainforest. This
is a pretend story about a group of children who visit the Amazon rainforest and see
the many animals who live there. It is also a rhyming book. Remember, rhyming
words are words that end the same way like cat and mat---they both end with at.
Listen for the rhyming words in this book and let’s see what rainforest animals we
know!
3. Point out title, author, & illustrator.
The title of our story today is We’re Roaming in the Rainforest. The author of the
story is Laurie Krebs and the illustrator is Anne Wilson. Who remembers what the
author of the story does? Yes! The author writes the story. Can anyone raise their
hand and tell me what the illustrator does? Correct! The illustrator draws the
pictures.
During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so children can get a sense of the full story.
2. Model Thinking Aloud.
a. Pick 2-3 rhyming pairs to point out (quickly) that the words rhyme. Oh,
twigs and figs rhyme, they end the same. They both end with igs—twigs/figs.
b. Point to the different animals as you name them. Highlight a few the
children may not know: Caimans are like crocodiles—meat eating reptiles.
Sloths are such interesting creatures. They move very slowly.
c. Point out the kindness of the children to the animals—they are observing
respectfully.
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3. Draw children’s attention to key content, vocabulary, and story elements:
characters, setting, the problem, etc.
a. Key Vocabulary: Briefly define/highlight key vocabulary using child friendly
definitions. Reinforce these words throughout the day! (NEW vocabulary
words)
Roaming= wandering around, exploring
Eagerly= excited, they can’t wait!
Nectar= the sticky liquid in a flower that is the food for the butterfly
b. When the story starts it is morning, and at the end it is night time. The sun is
out at the start of the day. The moon is out at night. It is a full moon.
After:
1. Ask their opinion—did they like it? Thumbs up/down. Why? Provide a sentence
stem. Did you like this book (thumbs up/thumbs down)? Tell me one thing you
learned in this story. One thing I learned in this story is...
2. Questions: Ask simple questions about the book.
a. Who was this story about? Children and animals
b. What were some of the animals the children saw in the rainforest?
c. When did this story take place? It started in the morning and ended at night.
3. Review vocabulary & connect content of the book to their knowledge of the topic.
a. Art follow up: Invite children to add to the rainforest mural with animals
from this book. This book has lots of interesting animals that you could
draw and add to the mural. Place the book and drawing/coloring materials in
the writing center.
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Book 8: We’re Roaming in the Rainforest
2nd Read
Materials Needed: We’re Roaming in the Rainforest: An Amazon
Adventure
Before:
1. Ask if the children can remember what this book is about—show them the cover to remind them.
We have already read this story. Can anyone raise their hand and tell me what they remember about the
story? Yes, this story is about a day in the Amazon Rainforest.
2. Point out the title & author –ask if anyone can tell you what the author does.
The title of the story is We’re Roaming in the Rainforest. Can anyone raise their hand and tell me what the
author of a story does? Yes, the author writes the story. The author of this story is Laurie Krebs. The
illustrator, the person who drew the pictures, is Anne Wilson.
3. Tell them that this time we are going to read the book and then play a game with some of the rhyming
words.
We are going to read this story again, and while I’m reading, I want you to listen for words that rhyme.
Remember, rhyming words are words that have the same ending sound. Twigs and figs are rhyming words
because they both end in –igs.
During:
1. Read with excitement and fluency.
2. Ask questions about how characters feel or what they might be thinking.
Do the characters like living in the Amazon?
3. Highlight key vocabulary, content, and story elements.
Key Vocabulary: roaming, eagerly, nectar, S. America, rainforest, animal names—sloth, parrots,

After:
1. Ask for their opinion—did they like it? Thumbs up/down. Why? Provide a sentence stem.
Did you like this book (thumbs up/thumbs down)? Tell me your favorite part of this story. My favorite part of
this story is...
2. Ask a few questions about story elements and discuss 2-3 interesting vocabulary words.
a. Who was this story about? Who are the animals that live in the rainforest?
b. Where does this story take place?
c. Why did the animals go to sleep at the end of the book?
d. Show them the back of the book where there is a map of S. America and information about the
rainforest. If there is interest, read to them the information (or part of it) about the rainforest, the
people of Peru, and animals in the rainforest.
3. Follow Up activity: Rhyming Pairs
Show the children the rhyming cards and tell them these are pictures of some of the rhyming words in the
story. Divide the cards by rhyming pair into two groups—3 in each group (no pairs in a group). Name each
picture in both groups telling the children to repeat after you. Tell them the meaning of each object if not
known. Then, tell them we are going to match the words that rhyme. The words that rhyme sound the same
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at the end.
a. Pull out one word (eg. Twigs) and say the name of the word. Ask the children which of the pictures
in the other pile rhyme with Twigs (exaggerate the “igs” if needed): ?
b. As you make a match, have the children say each word and then isolate the rhyming part: Yes, Twigs
and Figs rhyme, they both end in -igs.
c. Make each match.
d. Review each rhyming pair.
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South America, Part 2—Rainforest & Rainforest Animals

Book 9: One Day On Our Blue Planet: In the Rainforest by Ella Bailey

Language Time:

Learning New Things—1, 2, 3 Shared Storybook

5 Little Monkeys
A finger play

Notes on Book: This is a story about a young spider monkey in the rainforest who gets separated
from his mother. It is a cute story that includes lots of rainforest animals.
Key Vocabulary: troop, delicious, emerges, S. America, rainforest, animal names—spider monkey,
sloth, etc.

5 little monkeys
jumping on the
bed
hold up 5 fingers and
make them jump

One fell off and
bumped his head!

Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before:
1. Introduce the topic
We have been learning about South America (show on map/globe). One interesting
place in South America is the rainforest. We have learned that there are lots of
fascinating animals that live in the rainforest.

hold up 1 finger and
then have it fall and
then touch hand to
head

2. Introduce the book to generate excitement. Show the cover of the book.
Today we are going to read another book about animals that live in the rainforest. Let’s
look at the cover of the book. Do you recognize any of the animals?

Mama called the
doctor

3. Point out title, author, & illustrator.
The title of this story is One Day on Our Blue Planet. The author is Ella Bailey. Can
anyone tell me what the author of a story does? Yes! The author writes the story. Ella
Bailey is also the illustrator. That means she also drew the pictures in this book.
During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so children can get a sense of the full story.

Mime calling the
doctor

And the doctor
said, “no more
Monkeys jumping
on the bed

2. Model Thinking Aloud.
a. (inside cover) Look at all of these beautiful animals! (point to some and say the
Shake head and your
finger no.
names)
b. (look out across the treetops) I wonder what the young spider monkey and his
Repeat with 4, 3,
mother see when they look across the treetops. Maybe they see other animals?
2, 1 and finally
c. (But where has this monkey’s mother gone?) Oh no! The mother monkey is
zero.
missing. I wonder where she went. I think the young monkey feels very sad.
3. Draw children’s attention to key content, vocabulary, and story elements: characters,
setting, the problem, etc.
a. Key Vocabulary: Briefly define/highlight key vocabulary using child friendly
definitions. Reinforce these words throughout the day!
Troop= a family of animals that lives together
Delicious= tasty, full of flavor
Emerges= move out or away from something to come into view
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South America= one of the 7 continents

Rainforest= an area with lots of rain, trees, plants, and animals
b. Point out and name a few interesting animals as you read
c. How does the little monkey feel at the end sleeping in his mama’s arms?
After:
1. Ask their opinion—did they like it? Thumbs up/down. Why? Provide a sentence stem.
Did you like this book (thumbs up/thumbs down)? What was your favorite part of the
story? My favorite part of the story was…
2. Questions: Ask simple questions about the book.
a. Who was this story about?
b. Where does this story take place?
c. What happened when the jaguar tried to get the little monkey? Who came in and saved
him?

3. Review vocabulary & connect content of the book to their knowledge of the topic.
Do a guided retell. Focus on the beginning, middle, and end—

A young spider monkey lives in the RAINFOREST with his mother. The little monkey rides
on his mother’s back as they swing through the trees looking for delicious fruit to eat. The
little monkey explores the rainforest and sees lots of interesting ANIMALS. But, then he
looks up and discovers that he can’t find his MOTHER. He looks all over for her and meets
up with an unfriendly jaguar! Just as the jaguar is about to bite him, his mother swings in
and pulls him away. Little monkey is so happy to see his mother. It is nighttime now so they
go to the treetops and cuddle up and go to SLEEP.
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South America, Part 2—Rainforest & Rainforest Animals

Book 9: One Day On Our Planet…In the Rainforest
2nd Read
Learning New Things—1, 2, 3 Shared Storybook
Before:
1. Ask the children if they can remember what this book is about—show them the cover to remind them.
We have read this story once before. Does anyone remember what this story was about? Please raise your
hand and tell me one thing you remember from the story.
2. Point out the title, author, & illustrator.
The title of this story is One Day On Our Blue Planet. The author is Ella Bailey. Remember, the author
writes the story. Ella Bailey is also the illustrator so she drew the pictures, too.
3. Tell them we are going to read the story again and discuss the story. So be ready to share your ideas!
We are going to read this story one more time. As we read, pay attention to what happens in the beginning,
middle, and end of the story.
During:
1. Read with excitement and fluency.
2. Ask questions about how characters feel or what they might be thinking.
a. How does the young monkey feel on his mother’s back? Safe, happy.
b. How does the monkey feel when he loses his mother? Sad, lonely.
c. How does the young monkey feel at the end of the story? Happy, relieved.
3. Highlight key vocabulary, content, and story elements.
a. Key Vocabulary: troop, delicious, emerges
b. Point out the different layers of the rainforest and note the animals that are found in each layer—
canopy, and lower level
c. Point out and name some of the interesting animals
After:
1. Ask for their opinion—did they like it? Thumbs up/down. Why? Provide a sentence stem.
Did you like this book (thumbs up/thumbs down)? What was your favorite part of the story? My favorite
part of the story…
2. Ask a few questions about story elements and discuss 2-3 interesting vocabulary words.
a. Who was this story about?
b. Where does this story take place?
c. Who saves the little monkey when he meets an unfriendly jaguar?
3. Do a guided retell. Focus on the beginning, middle, and end
A young spider monkey lives in the RAINFOREST with his mother. The little monkey rides on his mother’s back as they
swing through the trees looking for delicious fruit to eat. The little monkey explores the rainforest and sees lots of
interesting ANIMALS. But, then he looks up and discovers that he can’t find his MOTHER. He looks all over for her
and meets up with an unfriendly jaguar! Just as the jaguar is about to bite him, his mother swings in and pulls him
away. Little monkey is so happy to see his mother. It is nighttime now so they go to the treetops and cuddle up and go to
SLEEP.
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South America, Part 2—Rainforest & Rainforest Animals
Book 9: One Day On Our Blue Planet…In the Rainforest
Written and illustrated by Ella Bailey

Tell a Story

Shared Writing
Materials: Book along with white board or chalk board to create shared writing.

To prepare for Shared writing make sure that you have given thought to what you will highlight in the
writing experience: the topic, vocabulary to highlight and the convention(s) to give attention to. The steps
of the process follow a pattern for each sentence written:
• Plan – talk to the children about what to write
• Write – write within view of the children and “think aloud” as you write your sentence,
highlighting the vocabulary and conventions you planned
• Read – Point to each word and read the sentence together.
You will follow this pattern to retell the story, One Day On Our Blue Planet - In the Rainforest. This
story retell should contain a beginning (where the main character’s problem is described), a middle
(where the details of the plot are described) and end (where the problem is resolved). Narratives can be
quite complex to retell, the structure of Beginning, Middle, End is helpful in keeping the summary limited
to main ideas.
Following are planning notes to keep in mind as you prepare for your writing activity:
Gist of the Writing:
A young spider monkey lives in the RAINFOREST with his mother. The little monkey rides on
his mother’s back as they swing through the trees looking for delicious fruit to eat. The little
monkey explores the rainforest and sees lots of interesting ANIMALS. But, then he looks up and
discovers that he can’t find his MOTHER. He looks all over for her and meets up with an
unfriendly jaguar! Just as the jaguar is about to bite him, his mother swings in and pulls him
away. Little monkey is so happy to see his mother. It is nighttime now so they go to the treetops
and cuddle up and go to SLEEP.
Following is the structure for creating a story retell with your children:
• First sentence introducing main character and problem (The spider monkey losing his
mother).
• Details reflecting how the problem continues (The spider monkey searches from the top
of the canopy down to the darker parts of the rainforest. Just as a jaguar scares him, his
mother appears.)
• Resolution sentence. (The monkey and mother return to their troop and fall asleep
together, safe and sound.)
Utilizing this structure, the writing will summarize the story One Day On Our Blue Planet: In
the Rainforest and will reflect the sequence of events that reflect the problem and then the
solution.
Vocabulary Word(s) to include:
Rainforest, mother, troop, jaguar, sleep
Specific letter(s) or conventions to highlight:
Punctuation, capital letters, letter formation (from Alphabetics)
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Plan your sentences. Your sentences should follow the classic story pattern:
Beginning – A young spider monkey lost his mother as they explored the top of a rainforest
together.
Middle – He looked in the canopy but he could not find her. He looked in the lower lever
still could not find her.
Middle –He was frightened by an unfriendly jaguar but just then his mother saved him.
End – The mother and young spider monkey went back to their troop and slept, safe and
sound.
Steps in the Process
1. Discuss the book and vocabulary:
We read a story called One Day On Our Blue Planet - In the Rainforest. It was written and illustrated
by Ella Bailey. In this story, a young spider monkey lives in the rainforest canopy with his mother and
other monkeys. The little monkey rides on his mother’s back as they swing through the trees looking
for delicious fruit to eat. The little monkey explores the rainforest and sees lots of interesting animals.
Suddenly, he looks up and discovers that he can’t find his mother. He looks all over for her. He even
goes into the lower and darker areas of the rainforest. In the midst of his search he meets up with an
unfriendly jaguar! Just as the jaguar is about to bite him, his mother swings in and pulls him away.
Little monkey is so happy to see his mother. It is nighttime now so they go to the treetops and cuddle
up and go to sleep.
2. Write Beginning Sentence:
Plan: Let’s write! Stories have a beginning, a middle and an end. In this story, in the beginning, we
meet the young monkey who has a problem. Let’s write a sentence about that, I’ll start and you finish
my thought…While they were exploring the rainforest, a young monkey…that’s right! A young
monkey lost his mother.
Write: Write the chosen sentence in view of children and “think aloud” as you write:
I am starting my sentence so I will begin with a capital letter.
As I write each word I make sure to leave a space between each of my words.
I have finished my sentence so now I will add a period to show that my sentence is done.
A young monkey lost his mother in the rainforest.
Read aloud, pointing to each word. Read a second time asking children to “read” with you.
A young monkey lost his mother in the rainforest.
3. Write Middle Sentences:
Plan: Gather input from children for the detail sentences:
Now that we have written our first important sentence let’s think about what else we can say. We
wrote, “A young monkey lost his mother in the rainforest.” This is the problem that happened at the
beginning of the story. Now let’s write about what happened in the middle of the story. I will write the
first part of the sentence and you write the end of the sentence. When writing the details, you can
write the beginning of the sentence and your children can write the end (where the action is stated).
Write: He looked in the canopy _______. Ask children for suggestions to finish your sentence. They
may need a bit of guidance or some discussion.
He looked in the canopy but could not find her.
Read aloud pointing to each word. Read a second time asking children to “read” with you.
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He looked in the canopy but could not find her.
Continue the Plan/Write/Read pattern, offering a sentence beginning and planning and writing the
end of the sentence with the children. Following are possible sentence starters and possible endings
that the children can be guided to create:
He looked in the lower level but could not find her.
Then a jaguar scared him… but his mother saved him.
4. Write Concluding Sentence:
Plan: Again, you will write the sentence starter and children will contribute the end of the sentence.
Let’s think about how the story ended. I will write the first part of this next sentence and I would like
you to think about how the sentence should end. Finally, they went back to their troop
_______________. Ask children for suggestions to finish your sentence. They may need a bit of
guidance or some discussion to help them understand that by the end of the story the problem is
solved and the young monkey and his mother are back home, safe and sound.
Write: Write the concluding sentence together, thinking aloud as you write about writing
conventions that you would like the children to attend to.
Finally, they went back to their troop and slept, safe and sound.
Read Finished Writing Together: To finish, read the paragraph together pointing to each word.
Keep the writing posted and in view of children, returning to it and reading together when possible.
Let’s read our story together”
A young monkey lost his mother in the rainforest. Many animals burrowed into the
mitten. He looked in the canopy but could not find her. He looked in the lower level but
could not find her. Then a jaguar scared him but his mother saved him. Finally, they
went back to their troop and slept, safe and sound.
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South America, Part 2—Rainforest & Rainforest Animals

Book 10 : Over in The Jungle by Marianne Berkes
Materials Needed: Over in the Jungle by Marianne Berkes
Language Time:
5 Little Monkeys
A finger play
5 little monkeys
jumping on the bed
hold up 5 fingers and make
them jump

One fell off and
bumped his head!
hold up 1 finger and then
have it fall and then touch
hand to head

Mama called the
doctor
Mime calling the doctor

And the doctor said,
“no more Monkeys
jumping on the bed
Shake head and your
finger no.

Repeat with 4, 3, 2, 1
and finally zero.

Learning New Things—1, 2, 3 Shared Storybook
Notes on Book: This bright and colorful book uses rhyming text set to the classic
tune “Over in the Meadow” to introduce vocabulary related to the rain forest.
Consider familiarizing yourself with the tune so you can sing the words of the book
Key Academic Vocabulary: greet, canopy, scurry, pounce
Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before:
1. Introduce the topic.
We have been reading about animals that live in South America in the rainforest.
Today, we will be reading about animals in the jungle. Jungle is another name for
rainforest.
2. Introduce the book & generate excitement.
Look at this colorful picture! I see some animals hanging from a vine. They look
happy. What are these yellow things over here? (point to the bananas)
3. Point out title & author–ask what the author does.
The title of this story is Over in the Jungle by Marianne Berkes. She is the author
of the story. Who can raise their hand and tell me what the author of the story
does? Yes! The author writes the story!
During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so child can get a sense of the full story.
2. Model Thinking Aloud
a. 1- A marmoset is a type of monkey.
b. 3- Remember the canopy is the layer of the rainforest that has the tops of
trees.
c. 4- The rainforest floor is the bottom layer of the rainforest.
d. 7- Bromeliads are a type of plant that live in the jungle.
3. Draw children’s attention to key content, vocabulary, and story elements:
characters, setting, the problem, etc.
a. Key Vocabulary: Briefly define/highlight key vocabulary using child
friendly definitions. Reinforce these words throughout the day!
Greet= The trees greet the sun. Greet means to say hello. This must be the
spot where the trees reach up to the sun.
Canopy= A canopy is a layer on top. The canopy of the jungle is the very
top of the trees.
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Scurry= The leaf cutter ants scurry on the rainforest floor. That means they
move very quickly.
Pounce-=The ocelots pounce. They jump on their mother quickly.
b. At a number of points in the story pause to count the animals, pointing as
you go.
c. At the end of the book find all of the animals in the collage.
After:
1. Ask for their opinion—did you like this book? Thumbs up if you did?
Did you like this book (thumbs up/thumbs down)? What was your favorite part of
the story? My favorite part of the story…
2. Questions: Ask simple questions about the book.
a. What was this story about? (some of the things you see in the jungle)
b. What are some of the animals that live in the jungle? (marmosets, parrots,
sloths, etc.)
c. Which animal do you like best? (I liked the howler monkeys because they
are making silly faces.)
d. Math Story Problem- Let’s pretend we are going for a walk in the jungle
and we see 2 sloths (hold up 2 fingers) and 2 colorful birds (hold up 2
fingers on other hand.) How many jungle animals did we see all together?
(Read problem again, emphasizing your fingers as you hold them up.)
Let’s count. 1, 2, 3, 4. Four! That’s four animals all together. Two sloths
plus two colorful birds equals four jungle animals all together.
3. Review vocabulary & connect content of the book to their knowledge of the topic.
a. The ocelots jump, or pounce, on their mother.
b. Scurry means to move very quickly.
c. What do we call the layer of the rainforest that has the top of the trees?
The canopy.
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South America, Part 2—Rainforest & Rainforest Animals

Book 10: Over in The Jungle
2nd Read
Materials Needed: Over in the Jungle, small rainforest
animal figurines, number cards

Before:
1. Ask if they can remember what this book is about—show them the cover to remind them.
We have read this story already. Can anyone raise their hand and tell me what they remember about the
story?
2. Point out title & author –ask if anyone can tell you what the author does.
The title of the story is Over in The Jungle. The author of the story is Marianne Berkes. What does the
author do? Yes, the author writes the story. The illustrator of this story is Jeanette Canyon. Does anyone
remember what the illustrator of a story does? Yes! The illustrator draws the pictures.
3. Tell them this time we are going to read and discuss the story so be ready to share your ideas!
We are going to read the story together and talk about what happened. Be ready to share your ideas
after we read!
During:
1. Read with excitement and fluency.
2. Ask questions about how characters feel or what they might be thinking.
a. (3-parrots) Are these parrots loud or quiet? Yes. They are loud. They squawk!
b. (4- leaf cutter ants) Why are these ants called leaf cutters? What are they doing to this leaf?
c. (5-honey bears) Why are the honey bears scrambling to the bee hive? What are they going to
do with the hive?
d. (9-sloths) Do sloths move quickly or slowly? They creep. That means they are very slow.
3. Highlight key vocabulary, content, and story elements.
a. Key Vocabulary: greet, canopy, scurry, pounce
After:
1.

Ask for their opinion—did they like it? Thumbs up/down. Why? Provide a sentence stem.
Did you like this book (thumbs up/thumbs down)? What was your favorite part of the story? My
favorite part of the story…
2. Ask a few questions about story elements and discuss 2-3 interesting vocabulary words.
a. What is this story about? The jungle and the animals that live there.
b. Let’s name some of the rainforest animals. Who lives in the rainforest?
c. Which animal was your favorite?
3. Complete the activity. Rhyming Extension
a. Match the rhymes from pages 1-5 in the book.
b. Look through the book and reread the rhyming portions if children need help matching the
rhymes.
c. Once all rhyming cards are matched, reread the rhymes together. Sun. One. That rhymes.
4. Complete Math Small Group Activities Across the week.
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South America, Part 2—Rainforest & Rainforest Animals

Book 11 : Zonia’s Rain Forest by Juana Martinez-Neal

Language Time:
5 Little Monkeys
A finger play
5 little monkeys
jumping on the bed
hold up 5 fingers and
make them jump

Learning New Things—1, 2, 3 Shared Storybook
Notes on Book: This quick read follows Zonia, a young girl, as she visits her animal
friends in the rain forest. Zonia is Ashaninka, one of the largest Indigenous nations in
Peru. Many Ashaninka live in a large area of the Amazon River basin. As Zonia
explores her rain forest home one morning, she sees many familiar animals but is
frightened when she stumbles upon something she has never seen before- an area of
destroyed forest. Zonia rushes home to tell her mama and promises to help the forest.
Key Academic Vocabulary: rain forest, chatty, thicket, still, frightened

One fell off and
bumped his head!

Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before:
hold up 1 finger and then
1. Introduce the topic.
have it fall and then
We have been reading about animals that live in South America in the rainforest.
touch hand to head
Raise your hand if you remember the name of an animal that lives in the rain forest
Mama called the
of South America.
doctor
Mime calling the doctor 2. Introduce the book & generate excitement.
I am so excited to read this story. I see a child with long, dark hair. She is looking
And the doctor said,
at a beautiful blue butterfly. I’m guessing this story is about this girl and I think she
“no more Monkeys
might live in the rain forest.
jumping on the bed
Shake head and your
finger no.

Repeat with 4, 3, 2,
1 and finally zero.

3. Point out title & author–ask what the author does.
The title of this story is Zonia’s Rain Forest and it was written by Juana MartinezNeal. Who can tell me what we call the person who writes the story? Yes, the
author. The author writes the words in the story.
During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so child can get a sense of the full story.
2. Model Thinking Aloud
a. (where it is always green and full of life)- We’ve learned that the rain forest
is a place with many different kinds of plants and animals. I think that’s
what these words mean. The plants are green and there are lots of living
things.
b. (she visits old friends and meets new ones)- I know what this animal is
called. It’s a sloth. Did you know sloths live in the rain forest in South
America?
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c. (her fastest friend will invite her for a short ride) Hmmm… I’m not sure if
this really happened. Do you think it’s possible for a girl to ride a jaguar
like this?
d. (Zonia comes cross something she has not seen before)- Oh no! It looks like
the forest is gone here. See the stumps in the ground? I think this makes
Zonia very sad.
3. Draw children’s attention to key content, vocabulary, and story elements: characters,
setting, the problem, etc.
a. Key Vocabulary: Briefly define/highlight key vocabulary using child friendly
definitions. Reinforce these words throughout the day!
rain forest= area where lots of plants grow and animals live. There is a
lot of rain here and it is hot. It is also called the jungle.
chatty= talking a lot
thicket= a place with lots of trees and bushes
still= not moving
frightened= afraid
b. At a number of points in the story, pause to see if children can name the
animals pictured
After:
1. Ask for their opinion—did you like this book? Thumbs up if you did?
Did you like this book (thumbs up/thumbs down)? What was your favorite part of the
story? My favorite part of the story…
2. Questions: Ask simple questions about the book.
a. What was this story about? (a girl and animals who live together in the rain
forest)
b. What are some of the animals that Zonia lives with in the rain forest?
(butterfly, sloth, lemur, jaguar, pink dolphins, etc.)
c. Which animal do you like best? (I liked the pink dolphins because they look
happy to me.)
3. Review vocabulary & connect content of the book to their knowledge of the topic.
a. Zonia lives in a hot place where lots of plants and animals live. It’s called
the rain forest.
b. The birds that like to talk a lot are chatty.
c. The thicket is the part of the jungle where there are lots of trees and bushes.
d. The turtles are quiet and they don’t move much. They are still.
e. When Zonia saw the destroyed rain forest, she felt frightened.
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South America, Part 2—Rainforest & Rainforest Animals

Book 12 : Over and Under the Rainforest by Kate Messner
Language Time:
5 Little Monkeys
A finger play
5 little monkeys
jumping on the bed
hold up 5 fingers and
make them jump

One fell off and
bumped his head!
hold up 1 finger and then
have it fall and then
touch hand to head

Mama called the
doctor

Learning New Things—1, 2, 3 Shared Storybook
Notes on Book: This is a challenge book because of its length. Consider this book if
your students are able to attend to longer stories. In this story two people, an adult and a
child, go for a hike in the jungle. They cross a wobbly rope bridge and notice the
amazing sights above and below them. Many unique animals are featured.
Key Academic Vocabulary: rainforest, hiking, bask, sniffing, tapestry
Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before:
1. Introduce the topic.
We have been reading about animals that live in South America in the rainforest.
Raise your hand if you can tell me something about the rainforest.
2. Introduce the book & generate excitement.
Do you see these people here? Point to people on bride They are standing on a rope
bridge and there are all sorts of beautiful plants and animals around them. What
animals do you see?

Mime calling the doctor

And the doctor said,
“no more Monkeys
jumping on the bed
Shake head and your
finger no.

Repeat with 4, 3, 2,
1 and finally zero.

3. Point out title & author–ask what the author does.
The title of this story is Over and Under the Rainforest. The author is Kate Messner.
What does the author do? Yes, she writes the words. The illustrator is Christopher
Silas Neal. What does the illustrator do? Yes, he draws the pictures.
During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so child can get a sense of the full story.
2. Model Thinking Aloud
a. (“What’s up there?” I whisper)- There’s a lot of noise coming from the trees.
I think it’s rain forest animals. Maybe it’s monkeys or birds.
b. (agoutis search he ground for fallen fruit)- I have never heard of agoutis
before. I’m guessing an agouti is this animal here (point) This animal looks
like it might be searching for fruit on the ground.
c. (Our hanging bridge teeters and tips with every wobbly step) Yikes! That
sounds a little bit scary to me. I don’t know if I would be brave enough to
walk on that bridge.
d. (There’s a sudden, sharp snap- and I freeze in my tracks)- I wonder what
made that snapping noise! I see some animals in this picture. Was it one of
those animals that made the noise?
3. Draw children’s attention to key content, vocabulary, and story elements: characters,
setting, the problem, etc.
a. Key Vocabulary: Briefly define/highlight key vocabulary using child friendly
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definitions. Reinforce these words throughout the day!
rainforest= area where lots of plants grow and animals live. There is a lot
of rain here and it is hot. It is also called the jungle.
hiking= going for a walk, usually in a place where there is a lot of nature
bask= lie down in a warm, sunny place
sniff= breathe in loudly with your nose
tapestry= a beautiful combination of threads
b. At a number of points in the story, pause to see if children can name the
animals pictured
After:
1. Ask for their opinion—did you like this book? Thumbs up if you did?
Did you like this book (thumbs up/thumbs down)? What was your favorite part of the
story? My favorite part of the story…
2. Questions: Ask simple questions about the book.
a. What was this story about? (The things two people saw while hiking in the
rainforest)
b. What are some of the animals they saw? (bats, crocodiles, capuchin monkey,
etc.)
c. When did the hike start? (In the morning. The toucans were fighting over
breakfast.)
d. When did the hike end? (At night. It was dark.)
3. Review vocabulary & connect content of the book to their knowledge of the topic.
a. Two people went for a walk in a place with lots of animals and plants. It’s
hot there and it rains a lot. It’s called the rain forest.
b. The people in this story went for a walk in an area with lots of nature. That
is called hiking.
c. The crocodiles are basking in the sun. That means they are lying down and
enjoying the warmth of the sun.
d. The anteater is using his nose to find food. He’s making a loud noise. He is
sniffing.
e. The orb spider’s web is a tapestry of beautiful threads.
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South America, Part 3—Plateau (Altiplano) Animals--Llama
Book 13: The Littlest Llama by Jane Buxton

Language Time:
Brief Version of Baby
Shark
Song with Motions
Baby shark, doo doo
doo doo doo doo. (x2)
Baby Shark!

Learning New Things—1, 2, 3 Shared Storybook
Notes on Book: This is a rhyming book about a little llama trying to find someone to play
with. It features many scenes of South America’s altiplano region (plateau between the
mountains—dry and desert like).
Key Vocabulary: S. America, altiplano, browsing, animal names—llama, rattle snake, jaguar
Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine

Before:
Pinch thumb and first finger 1. Introduce the topic
together to make a baby
shark.

Mama shark, doo doo
doo doo doo doo. (x2)
Mama Shark!
Clap hands sideways
together to make a mama
shark.

Daddy shark, doo doo
doo doo doo doo. (x2)
Daddy Shark!
Put bother arms together to
make a daddy shark.

Here they come, doo
doo doo doo doo (x2)
Here they come!
Put arms above your head
making a shark fin and
move back and forth.

Swim real fast doo doo
doo doo doo (x2)
Swim real fast!
Make swimming motions.

Safe and Sound, doo
doo doo doo doo (x2)
Safe and Sound!
Wipe forehead for
showing relieved.

We are learning about S. America (show them where it is on the map or globe—remind
them of the meaning of continent, map/globe). We have learned that one place where
many animals live is in the rainforest. Another place that South American animals live is
on the plateau between mountains. One kind of animals that lives near the mountains is a
llama!

2. Introduce the book to generate excitement. Show the cover of the book.
The book we are reading today is about a llama who is trying to find someone to
play with, but gets lost! This book also has rhyming words. Remember, rhyming
words have the same end sounds. Drama and llama rhyme because they both end
in –ama.
3. Point out title, author, & illustrator.
The title of this story is The Littlest Llama. The author is Jane Buxton. Who can
raise their hand and tell me what the author of the story does? Good, the author
writes the story. The illustrator of this story is Jenny Cooper. Remember, the
illustrator draws the pictures in the story.
During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so children can get a sense of the full story.
2. Model Thinking Aloud.
a. The altiplano is a flat region between mountains.
b. The big llamas didn’t have time to play with the little llama. They had work
to do. Llama work = itches to scratch, food to eat, search for water, lookout for snakes.
c. When llama was out looking for a friend, I bet he felt lonely and scared.
d. Did he really see a monster? Oh no, those are just children playing with a
ball but, he doesn’t know what the ball is so he is scared.
3. Draw children’s attention to key content, vocabulary, and story elements:
characters, setting, the problem, etc.
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Key Vocabulary: Briefly define/highlight key vocabulary using child friendly

definitions. Reinforce these words throughout the day!
South America= one of the 7 continents
Altiplano= a flat region (area) between mountains
Browsing= to feed on leaves, twigs, and other food that grows in trees
After:
1. Ask their opinion—did they like it? Thumbs up/down. Why? Provide a sentence
stem.
Did you like this book (thumbs up/thumbs down)? What was your favorite part of
the story? My favorite part of the story…
2. Questions: Ask simple questions about the book.
a. Who was this story about?
b. What did the little llama want to do? What did he go in search of?
c. Why didn’t the adult llama’s want to play with little llama?
d. When he saw the children playing with a big orange ball what did little
llama think the ball was?
e. At the end of the story, what did little llama do when he found a friend
(cousin)?
3. Review vocabulary & connect content of the book to their knowledge of the topic.
Key Vocabulary: S. America, altiplano, browsing, animal names—llama, rattle
snake, jaguar
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South America, Part 3—Plateau (Altiplano) Animals—Llama

Book 14: Is Your Mama a Llama? By Deborah Guarino

Language Time:
Brief Version of
Baby Shark
Song with Motions
Baby shark, doo doo
doo doo doo doo. (x2)
Baby Shark!
Pinch thumb and first
finger together to make a
baby shark.

Mama shark, doo doo
doo doo doo doo. (x2)
Mama Shark!
Clap hands sideways
together to make a mama
shark.

Daddy shark, doo doo
doo doo doo doo. (x2)
Daddy Shark!
Put bother arms together to
make a daddy shark.

Here they come, doo
doo doo doo doo (x2)
Here they come!
Put arms above your head
making a shark fin and
move back and forth.

Learning New Things—1, 2, 3 Shared Storybook
Notes on the Book: This is a fun rhyming book that features animals from South
America.
Key Vocabulary: S. America, animal names—llama, bat, etc

Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before:
1. Introduce the topic
We are exploring South America (show on the map/globe). We are learning about
the animals that live in South America, and yesterday we learned that llamas live in
South America.
2. Introduce the book to generate excitement. Show the cover of the book.
Today we are going to read another book about a llama and other S. American
animals. This is a pretend story about a llama who is looking for his mama. It is
also a rhyming book. Remember, rhyming words are words that end the same way
like mama and llama---they both end with ama. Listen for the rhyming words in
this book and let’s see what animals we know!
3. Point out title, author, & illustrator.
The title of our story today is Is Your Mama a Llama?. The author of this story is
Deborah Guarino, and the illustrator is Steven Kellogg. Who can raise their hand
and tell me what the author of the story does? Good! The author writes the story.
During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so children can get a sense of the full story.
2. Model Thinking Aloud.
As you are reading, give the students a chance to say the missing animal words.
You’re right about that. I think your mama sounds more like a...(CAT).

Swim real fast doo doo
3. Draw children’s attention to key content, vocabulary, and story elements:
doo doo doo (x2)
characters, setting, the problem, etc.
Swim real fast!
Key Vocabulary: Briefly define/highlight key vocabulary using child friendly
Make swimming
definitions. Reinforce these words throughout the day!
motions.
South America= one of the 7 continents
Safe and Sound, doo
Animal Names (they all live in S. America)
doo doo doo doo (x2) After:
Safe and Sound!
1. Ask their opinion—did they like it? Thumbs up/down. Why? Provide a sentence
Wipe forehead for
stem.
showing relieved.
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Did you like this book (thumbs up/thumbs down)? What was your favorite part of
the story? My favorite part of the story…
2. Questions: Ask simple questions about the book.
a. Who was this story about?
b. What happened at the very end of the book? Did the llama find his mama?
3. Review vocabulary & connect content of the book to their knowledge of the topic.
a. We have been learning about the animals that live on the continent, South
America. In this story, we met a llama. What other animals did we meet?
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South America, Part 3—Plateau (Altiplano) Animals--Llama

Book 15: Maria had a Little Llama by Angela Doinquez

Language Time:
Brief Version of Baby
Shark
Song with Motions
Baby shark, doo doo
doo doo doo doo. (x2)
Baby Shark!
Pinch thumb and first
finger together to make a
baby shark.

Mama shark, doo doo
doo doo doo doo. (x2)
Mama Shark!
Clap hands sideways
together to make a mama
shark.

Daddy shark, doo doo
doo doo doo doo. (x2)
Daddy Shark!
Put bother arms together to
make a daddy shark.

Here they come, doo
doo doo doo doo (x2)
Here they come!
Put arms above your head
making a shark fin and
move back and forth.

Learning New Things—1, 2, 3 Shared Storybook
Notes on Book: This simple book is a take on the classic nursery rhyme Mary had a Little
Lamb, except in this version Mary’s pet is a white llama. This story includes the same text in
both English (the bold text) and Spanish (regular text)
Key Vocabulary: llama, fleece, lingered, eager
Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine

Before:
1. Introduce the topic
We are learning about S. America (show them where it is on the map or globe—
remind them of the meaning of continent, map/globe). We have learned that one
place where many animals live is in the rainforest. Another place that South
American animals live is on the plateau between mountains. One kind of animal
that lives near the mountains is a llama!
2. Introduce the book to generate excitement. Show the cover of the book.
The book we are reading today is called Maria had a Little Llama. That title
sounds a lot like a nursery rhyme I know. Have you ever heard of Mary had a
Little Lamb? Maria had a Little Llama makes me think of Mary had a Little Lamb.
3. Point out title, author, & illustrator.
The title of this story is Maria had a Little Llama. The author is Angela
Dominguez. Who can raise their hand and tell me what the author of the story
does? Good, the author writes the story. Angela Dominguez is also the illustrator.
Raise your hand if you can tell me what the illustrator does.
During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so children can get a sense of the full story.

2. Model Thinking Aloud.
a. (Maria had a little llama) I see a child and an animal. I think this (point) is
Swim real fast doo doo
Maria and this (point) is her little llama.
doo doo doo (x2)
b.
(the llama was sure to go) I think that means the llama follows her
Swim real fast!
everywhere. Look at the picture. Do you see the llama following Maria?
Make swimming
c. (to see a llama at school) Oh no! The llama is in Maria’s classroom with
motions.
her classmates. Maria’s friends are all laughing. I think they like having
Safe and Sound, doo
the llama in their classroom.
doo doo doo doo (x2)
d. (for Maria to appear) The llama waited for Maria to leave school. They
Safe and Sound!
both look so happy to see each other again. I’m thinking they might go
Wipe forehead for
home now.
showing relieved.
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3. Draw children’s attention to key content, vocabulary, and story elements
a. Key Content/Story Elements: point out English and Spanish text on the
pages. Explain that the words mean the same thing, they are just
different languages. Read in both, if able.
b. Point out key vocabulary and provide student friendly definitions.
Key Vocabulary: Briefly define/highlight key vocabulary using child
friendly definitions. Reinforce these words throughout the day!
llama= an animal that lives in South America. It has a long neck and
fuzzy fur
fleece= a llama’s fuzzy fur is called fleece
lingered= to stay nearby
eager= excited to do something
After:
1. Ask their opinion—did they like it? Thumbs up/down. Why? Provide a sentence
stem.
Did you like this book (thumbs up/thumbs down)? What was your favorite part of
the story? My favorite part of the story…
2. Questions: Ask simple questions about the book
a. Who was this book about? (Maria and her llama)
b. What did Maria’s llama like to do? (follow her)
c. Where did the llama follow Maria? (to her school)
3. Review vocabulary & connect content of the book to their knowledge of the topic
a. Key Vocabulary: Briefly define/highlight key vocabulary using child
friendly definitions. Reinforce these words throughout the day!
Llama= an animal that lives in South America. It has a long neck.
Fleece= The llama’s fur is called fleece. It is very soft.
Lingered= Lingered means staying close by.
Eager= Eager is another word for excited. It’s a feeling you get when
you’re looking forward to something.
b. We just read a book about a llama. Why do you think we read about a
llama? Remember we are learning about South America right now.
South America is the continent where llamas live. Let’s find South
America on our map/globe.
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Language Time:

Learning New Things- 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine

Brief Version of
Baby Shark
Song with Motions
Baby shark, doo doo
doo doo doo doo. (x2)
Baby Shark!

Notes on Book: This book is non-fiction and introduces young children to llamas.
Key Vocabulary: llamas, mountains, herd, herbivore

Pinch thumb and first
finger together to make a
baby shark.

Mama shark, doo doo
doo doo doo doo. (x2)
Mama Shark!
Clap hands sideways
together to make a mama
shark.

Daddy shark, doo doo
doo doo doo doo. (x2)
Daddy Shark!
Put bother arms together
to make a daddy shark.

Here they come, doo
doo doo doo doo (x2)
Here they come!
Put arms above your head
making a shark fin and
move back and forth.

Swim real fast doo
doo doo doo doo (x2)
Swim real fast!
Make swimming
motions.

Safe and Sound, doo
doo doo doo doo (x2)
Safe and Sound!
Wipe forehead for
showing relieved.

Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before:
1. Introduce the topic
We have been reading books about a kind of animal that lives in South America.
It has a long neck and soft fur called fleece or wool. Do you remember what this
animal is called? That’s right! It’s a llama. Let’s clap the word llama. Lla-ma.
There are two syllables in the word llama.
2. Introduce the book to generate excitement.
Show the cover of the book. Today, we are going to learn about llamas by reading
this non-fiction book. Remember non-fiction means true. There are real pictures
in this book. Let’s read to find out more about llamas!
3. Point out title, author, & illustrator.
The title of this book is National Geographic Kids Llamas by Maya Myers. There
is no illustrator for this book because it uses actual pictures. Remember, the
person who writes a story is called the author, and the person who draws the
pictures is the illustrator. Who can raise their hand quietly and tell me what we
call the person who writes a story? Yes! The person who writes a story is called
the author.
During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so children can get a sense of the full story.
2. Model Thinking Aloud
a. (Table of Contents) This is called a Table of Contents, it tells us where we
can find information in the book. It says here (point to page 14 in the Table
of Contents) that we can find information about Llama Lunch on page 14
of this book. I’m guessing that means we will learn about what llamas eat.
b. (Pg. 4) This page tells us that llamas live in the mountains. I see
mountains right here (point to picture).
c. (Pg.8) There are two herds on this page. Here (point) is a large herd with
many llamas. Here (point) is a small herd with only three llamas.
d. (Pg. 12) This small orange text box tells us that a baby llama is called a
cria. Let’s clap that word. Kree-uh.
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3. Draw children’s attention to key content, vocabulary, and story elements:
characters, setting, the problem, etc.
a. Key Vocabulary: Briefly define/highlight key vocabulary using child
friendly definitions. Reinforce these words throughout the day!
Llama= a large animal that lives in South America. It has a long neck
and soft fur called fleece or wool
Mountain= a very tall landform
Herd= a family of llamas is called a herd
Herbivore= an animal that only eats plants
b. Pages 18-20. Take extra time to point out some of the interesting ways
llamas communicate with their bodies.
c. Pages 22-23. Take extra time to focus on a few fun facts about llamas that
you think your students will find particularly interesting.
After:
1. Ask their opinion—did they like it? Thumbs up/down. Why? Provide a
sentence stem. Did you like this book (thumbs up/thumbs down)? Tell me one
thing you learned in this story. One thing I learned about llamas is...
2. Questions: Ask simple questions about the book.
a. Please raise your hand and tell me where llamas live? Show page 4/5
to help students remember) Yes! Llamas live in the mountains in South
America.
b. What are llama family groups called? (Pg. 8/9) Herds.
c. How do llamas help people? (Pg. 24-27) They help carry heavy loads.
They can protect other animals. They give fleece for yarn.
3. Review vocabulary & connect content of the book to their knowledge of the
topic.
a. There are different land forms in South America. What is the name of
the high landform where llamas live? Mountains.
b. The earth is made of 7 landforms called continents. We have been
learning about the continent, South America. What South American
animal have we been learning about? Llamas.
c. Llamas are herbivores. That means they only eat… Plants.
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Language Time:
Brief Version of Baby
Shark
Song with Motions

Learning New Things—1, 2, 3 Shared Storybook
Notes on Book: This book tells the tale of a brave little fish and his friends who
learn they can overcome any problem when they work together.

Key Vocabulary: Ocean, school of fish, clever, escaped, animal names—fish,
Baby shark, doo doo doo doo eel, little/big
doo doo. (x2)
Baby Shark!
Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Pinch thumb and first finger
Before:
together to make a baby shark.
1. Introduce the topic
We have been learning about the ocean and animals that live there. Show
Mama shark, doo doo doo
the children the map of South America. With your finger, trace the coastline
doo doo doo. (x2)
and talk about how all of the blue surrounding the land is ocean water.
Mama Shark!
There is a lot of ocean around South America.
Clap hands sideways together to
make a mama shark.

Daddy shark, doo doo doo
doo doo doo. (x2)
Daddy Shark!
Put bother arms together to make
a daddy shark.

2. Introduce the book to generate excitement. Show the cover of the book.
Today, we are going to be reading a book about a brave little fish named
Swimmy who lives in the ocean with his friends.
3. Point out title, author, & illustrator.
The title of the story is Swimmy. The author of the story is Leo Lionni. Who
can raise their hand and tell me what the author of the story does?

Here they come, doo doo doo
During:
doo doo (x2)
1. Read with very few interruptions so children can get a sense of the full story.
Here they come!
Put arms above your head making 2. Model Thinking Aloud.
a shark fin and move back and
a. Point out the colors of the fish. Here is Swimmy. He is black. The
forth.
other fish are red.
b. Oh no! The other fish were eaten. I wonder how Swimmy feels.
Swim real fast doo doo doo
c. I wonder what Swimmy will do to help the other fish not feel afraid.
doo doo (x2)
Swim real fast!

3. Draw children’s attention to key content, vocabulary, and story elements:
characters, setting, the problem, etc.
Safe and Sound, doo doo doo
a. Key Vocabulary: Briefly define/highlight key vocabulary using child
doo doo (x2)
friendly definitions. Reinforce these words throughout the day!
Safe and Sound!
Ocean= a large body of water
Wipe forehead for showing
School of fish= a large group of fish
relieved.
Clever= smart, skilled
Escaped= got away
Make swimming motions.
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b. This story takes place in the ocean. There is a lot of ocean around
South America.
c. There are many animals in the ocean. There are big fish and little
fish like Swimmy.
After
1. Ask their opinion—did they like it? Thumbs up/down. Why? Provide a
sentence stem.
Did you like this book (thumbs up/thumbs down)? What was your favorite
part of the story? My favorite part of the story…
2. Questions: Ask simple questions about the book.
a. What did Swimmy do when all of his friends were swallowed?
b. How did Swimmy help his new friends not to feel afraid? That was
very clever!
c. Where does the story take place?
3. Review vocabulary & connect content of the book to their knowledge of the
topic.
a. It was clever when Swimmy came up with the idea for all of the little
fish to swim like one big fish.
b. Swimmy was the only fish who escaped being swallowed by the big
fish.
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Book 17: Swimmy
1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Re-Read Activity for this Book
Materials: Book, Large cutout of fish on white paper, two small
fish-shaped sponges, red paint, black paint.
Before:
1. Ask the children if they can remember what this book is about—show them the cover to remind them.
We read this story once before. Can anyone tell me what they remember about the story? Yes, this story is
about a brave little fish who helps his friends to not be afraid.
2. Point out the title, author, & illustrator.
The title of the story is Swimmy. It was written by Leo Lionni. He is the author of the story.
3. Tell them we are going to read the story again and discuss the story. So be ready to share your ideas!
We are going to read the story again. As I read, pay attention to what happens in the beginning, middle, and
end of the story.
During:
1. Read with excitement and fluency.
2. Ask questions about how characters feel or what they might be thinking.

a. How do you think Swimmy feels when all of the fish are swallowed by the big fish?
b. Swimmy looks different from all of the other fish. How is he different?
c. The red fish all work together with Swimmy to form a very big fish. They are no longer afraid!
3. Highlight key vocabulary, content, and story elements.
a. Key Vocabulary: Ocean, school of fish, clever, escaped, animal names—fish, eel, little/big

b. Where does this story take place?
c. What kinds of animals live in the ocean?
After:
1. Ask for their opinion—did they like it? Thumbs up/down. Why? Provide a sentence stem.
Did you like this book (thumbs up/thumbs down)? What was your favorite part of the story? My favorite part
of the story was…
2. Ask a few questions about story elements and discuss 2-3 interesting vocabulary words.
a. How did Swimmy escape the big fish? He swam fast.
b. What did Swimmy do to make the other fish feel not afraid? Swimmy had a clever plan. They all
worked together to make a big fish that scared the other big fish away.
3. Complete follow up activity: Fish stamping craft
For this activity children are going to use one small fish stamp to stamp red fish all over the large white fish
outline. They will use the other stamp just once in the black paint to stamp Swimmy where the eye should be.
Note- because this craft could potentially be quite messy, it may be best to do the rereading in a small group then
have children do the craft one or two at a time, with a teacher’s assistance.
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South America, Part 4—Ocean & Ocean Animals
Book 17: Swimmy
Written and illustrated by Leo Lionni
Shared Writing
Materials: Book along with white board or chalk board to
create shared writing.

Tell a Story

To prepare for Shared writing make sure that you have given thought to what you will highlight in the
writing experience: the topic, vocabulary to highlight and the convention(s) to give attention to. The
steps of the process follow a pattern for each sentence written:
• Plan – talk to the children about what to write
• Write – write within view of the children and “think aloud” as you write your sentence,
highlighting the vocabulary and conventions you planned
• Read – Point to each word and read the sentence together.
You will follow this pattern to retell the story, Swimmy by Leo Lionni. This story retell should contain a
beginning (where the main character’s problem is described), a middle (where the details of the plot are
described) and end (where the problem is resolved). Narratives can be quite complex to retell, the
structure of Beginning, Middle, End is helpful in keeping the summary limited to main ideas.
Following are planning notes to keep in mind as you prepare for your writing activity:
Gist of the Writing:
Swimmy is a little black fish, born a different color than the rest of his school of small red fish.
One day Swimmy’s school is eaten by a large tuna fish. Scared and sad, Swimmy travels alone
and sees many beautiful things, meeting all kinds of sea creatures, until he finds a school of red
fish like his own. The red fish are too afraid of being eaten to go exploring with Swimmy, until
Swimmy suggests that they all swim close together to look like one big fish, with Swimmy as
the eye.
Following is the structure for creating a story retell with your children:
• First sentence introducing main character and problem (Swimmy’s school is eaten by a
large tuna fish and he is scared and sad.).
• Details reflecting how the problem continues (Swimmy travels through the ocean alone.
Swimmy seas many different and beautiful ocean creatures. Swimmy finds a school of
red fish that are afraid of being eaten)
• Resolution sentence. (Swimmy shows them how to swim together and look like one big
fish with Swimmy as the eye and they are no longer afraid.).
Utilizing this structure, the writing will summarize the story One Day On Our Blue Planet: In
the Rainforest and will reflect the sequence of events that reflect the problem and then the
solution.
Vocabulary Word(s) to include:
Ocean: a large body of water
School of fish: a large group of fish
Clever: smart, skilled
Escaped: got away
Courage: when you do not let scared feelings stop you from doing something
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Specific letter(s) or conventions to highlight:
Punctuation, capital letters, letter formation (from Alphabetics)
Plan your sentences. Your sentences should follow the classic story pattern:
Beginning – One day, a big tuna ate a school of fish but the clever black fish named
Swimmy got away.
Middle – Swimmy was sad and scared but kept swimming alone. Swimmy saw many
beautiful sea creatures in the ocean.
Middle –Swimmy met a school of red fish like his own. They were afraid but Swimmy gave
them a good idea.
End – Swimmy told them to swim close together so they would look like a big fish.
Swimmy and his new friends were no longer sad and afraid.
Steps in the Process
1. Discuss the book and vocabulary:
We read the book Swimmy which was written and illustrated by Leo Lionni. Swimmy is a clever
little black fish and lives in the ocean. Swimmy was born a different color than the rest of his school
of small red fish. One day Swimmy’s school is eaten by a large tuna fish. Swimmy was the only fish
to escape. Scared and sad, Swimmy travels alone and sees many beautiful things, meeting all kinds
of sea creatures, until he finds a school of red fish like his own. The red fish are too afraid of being
eaten to go exploring with Swimmy. Then clever Swimmy suggests that they all swim close
together to look like one big fish. They did this and Swimmy swam with them as the eye. Swimming
together gave them courage and they were all no longer sad and scared.
2. Write Beginning Sentence:
Plan: Let’s write! Stories have a beginning, a middle and an end. In this story, in the beginning, we
meet a clever black fish named Swimmy. Swimmy’s school get swallowed by a big tuna and Swimmy
is alone and sad. Let’s write a sentence about that, I’ll start and you finish my thought… A big tuna
ate a school of fish but _____________.…that’s right! the clever black fish named Swimmy got
away.
Write: Write the chosen sentence in view of children and “think aloud” as you write:
I am starting my sentence so I will begin with a capital letter.
As I write each word I make sure to leave a space between each of my words.
I have finished my sentence so now I will add a period to show that my sentence is done.
One day, a big tuna ate a school of fish but the clever black fish named Swimmy got
away.
Read aloud, pointing to each word. Read a second time asking children to “read” with you.
One day, a big tuna ate a school of fish but the clever black fish named Swimmy got
away.
3. Write Middle Sentences:
Plan: Gather input from children for the detail sentences:
Now that we have written our first important sentence let’s think about what else we can say. We
wrote, “One day, a big tuna ate a school of fish but the clever black fish named Swimmy got away.”
This is the problem that happened at the beginning of the story. Now let’s write about what
happened in the middle of the story. I will write the first part of the sentence and you write the end
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of the sentence. When writing the details, you can write the beginning of the sentence and your
children can write the end (where the action is stated).
Write: Swimmy was sad and scared but _______. Ask children for suggestions to finish your
sentence. They may need a bit of guidance or some discussion.
Swimmy was sad and scared but kept swimming alone.
Read aloud pointing to each word. Read a second time asking children to “read” with you.
Swimmy was sad and scared but kept swimming alone.
Continue the Plan/Write/Read pattern, offering a sentence beginning and planning and writing the
end of the sentence with the children. Following are possible sentence starters and possible endings
that the children can be guided to create:
Swimmy saw …many beautiful sea creatures in the ocean.
Swimmy met … a school of red fish like his own.
They were afraid but … Swimmy gave them a good idea.
4. Write Concluding Sentence:
Plan: Again, you will write the sentence starter and children will contribute the end of the sentence.
Let’s think about how the story ended. I will write the first part of this next sentence and I would like
you to think about how our writing should end. I am going to start with this sentence: “Swimmy told
them to swim close together so they would look like a big fish.” Then let’s finish by telling how
Swimmy and his new friends felt. They were no longer._______________. Ask children for
suggestions to finish your sentence. They may need a bit of guidance or some discussion to help
them understand that by the end of the story the problem is solved and that Swimmy and his new
friends found courage by being together. That’s right! Swimmy and his friends were no longer sad
and afraid.
Write: Write the concluding sentence together, thinking aloud as you write about writing
conventions that you would like the children to attend to.
Swimmy told them to swim close together so they would look like a big fish. Swimmy
and his new friends were no longer sad and afraid.
5. Read Finished Writing Together: To finish, read the paragraph together pointing to each word.
Keep the writing posted and in view of children, returning to it and reading together when possible.
Let’s read our story together”
One day, a big tuna ate a school of fish but the clever black fish named Swimmy got
away. Swimmy was sad and scared but kept swimming alone. Swimmy saw many
beautiful sea creatures in the ocean. Swimmy met a school of red fish like his own.
They were afraid but Swimmy gave them a good idea. Swimmy told them to swim close
together so they would look like a big fish. Swimmy and his new friends were no longer
sad and afraid.
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South America, Part 4—Ocean & Ocean Animals

Book 18: Over in the Ocean by Marianne Berkes

Language Time:
Brief Version of
Baby Shark
Song with Motions
Baby shark, doo doo
doo doo doo doo.
(x2)
Baby Shark!

Learning New Things—1, 2, 3 Shared Storybook
Notes on Book: This bright and colorful book uses rhyming text set to the classic tune
“Over in the Meadow” to introduce vocabulary related to the ocean. Consider
familiarizing yourself with the tune so you can sing the words of the book
Key Vocabulary: squirt, dart, graze, den

Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before:
1. Introduce the topic
Pinch thumb and first
We have been learning about animals that live in the ocean. Today, we are going to
finger together to make a
read a counting book that has animals who live in the coral reef. A coral reef is a
baby shark.
rock formation found in the ocean where lots of fish and other animals live.
Mama shark, doo
doo doo doo doo
doo. (x2)
Mama Shark!
Clap hands sideways
together to make a mama
shark.

Daddy shark, doo
doo doo doo doo
doo. (x2)
Daddy Shark!

2. Introduce the book to generate excitement. Show the cover of the book.
Look at this interesting animal! And here are tiny ones that look just like it. I think
this blue might be water.
3. Point out title, author, & illustrator.
The title of the story is Over in the Ocean: In a Coral Reef. The author is Marianne
Berkes, and the illustrator is Jeanette Canyon. Who can raise their hand and tell me
what the author of a story does? Yes! The author writes the story. What does the
illustrator do? The illustrator makes the pictures.

During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so children can get a sense of the full story.
2. Model Thinking Aloud.
a. (far away from the sun) I think that means this octopus lives deep in the
Here they come, doo
ocean where the sun can’t reach.
doo doo doo doo
b. (so they stirred with their fins on the sandy sea floor) I wonder why the
(x2)
stingrays stir the sand with their fins.
Here they come!
c. (in their turtle grass den) Turtle grass. That’s an interesting name for a plant.
Put arms above your
I wonder why it’s called turtle grass. Maybe turtles live there too?
head making a shark fin 3. Draw children’s attention to key content, vocabulary, and story elements: characters,
and move back and forth.
setting, the problem, etc.
a. Key Vocabulary: Briefly define/highlight key vocabulary using child
Swim real fast doo
friendly definitions. Reinforce these words throughout the day! Squirt = Do
doo doo doo doo
you see this black liquid coming out of the octopus? The octopus squirted the
(x2)
liquid out. Squirt means to push liquid out quickly.
Swim real fast!
Dart = The clownfish dart in the anemone. That means they are moving
Make swimming
quickly.
motions.
Graze = Do you see the angelfish grazing on the ocean floor? That
Put bother arms together
to make a daddy shark.
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Safe and Sound, doo
doo doo doo doo
(x2)
Safe and Sound!
Wipe forehead for
showing relieved.

means they are eating slowly.
Den = The seahorses live in a turtle grass den. The den is their home.
b. At a number of points in the story pause to count the animals, pointing as you
go.
c. At the end of the book, work together to find all the animals in the collage.
After:
1. Ask their opinion—did they like it? Thumbs up/down. Why? Provide a sentence
stem.
Did you like this book (thumbs up/thumbs down)? What was your favorite part of the
story? My favorite part of the story…
2. Questions: Ask simple questions about the book.
a. What was this story about? (some of the things that can be found in the
ocean)
b. Can you name some of the ocean animals? (octopus, angelfish, etc.)
c. Which animal was most interesting to you? I liked the clownfish because
they remind me of one of my favorite movies.
d. Math Story Problem- Let’s pretend we are swimming in the ocean and we
see a school of fish. There are five fish in the school. Let’s count to five
(hold up one finger at a time as you count.) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Yes, there are five
fish in the school. But, oh no! Two fish get scared and swim away. How
many fish are left? Let’s take away two fingers to help us figure it out. There
were five fish (wiggle five fingers) and then two fish swam away (put down
two fingers as you count.) 1, 2. This is how many fish are left. Let’s count to
find out how many it is. 1, 2, 3. 5 take away two equals three. Thanks for
helping me figure that out!
3. Review vocabulary & connect content of the book to their knowledge of the topic.
a. Key Vocabulary: squirt, dart, graze, den
b. We have been learning about the continent South America. Today, we learned
about animals that live in the oceans surrounding South America. Remember,
the ocean is a big body of saltwater that has lots of living things.
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South America, Part 4—Ocean & Ocean Animals

Book 18: Over in the Ocean
2nd Read
Materials Needed: Over in the Ocean by Marianne Berkes
Before:
1. Ask the children if they can remember what this book is about—show them the cover to remind them.
We read this story once before. Can anyone tell me what they remember about the story? Yes, this story is
about animals who live in a coral reef..
2. Point out the title, author, & illustrator.
The title of the story is Over in the Ocean: In a Coral Reef. It was written by Marianne Berkes. She is the
author of the story.
3. Tell them we are going to read the story again and discuss the story. So be ready to share your ideas!
We are going to read the story again. As I read, pay attention to what happens in the beginning, middle, and
end of the story.
During:
1. Read with excitement and fluency.
2. Ask questions about how characters feel or what they might be thinking.
a. (2- parrotfish) What does that word “grind” mean? What are the parrotfish doing to the coral when
they grind it?
b. (4- stingray) What does “stir” mean? Let’s all pretend to stir the sand.
c. (8- needlefish) Why do you think this animal is called a needlefish?
3. Highlight key vocabulary, content, and story elements.
a. Key Vocabulary: squirt, dart, graze, den
b. Where does this story take place?

After:
1. Ask for their opinion—did they like it? Thumbs up/down. Why? Provide a sentence stem.
Did you like this book (thumbs up/thumbs down)? What was your favorite part of the story? My favorite part
of the story…
2. Ask a few questions about story elements and discuss 2-3 interesting vocabulary words.
a. Who was this story about? (animals that live in the ocean)
b. Can you name some of the ocean animals?
c. Work together to see if you can find the numeral hidden in each of the pictures.
3. Do a variety of small group math activities across the next week or two. See math materials at the end of
the unit for math activity cards and manipulatives.
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South America, Part 4—Ocean & Ocean Animals

Book 19: One White Wishing Stone by Doris Gayzagian

Language Time:
Brief Version of
Baby Shark
Song with Motions
Baby shark, doo doo
doo doo doo doo.
(x2)
Baby Shark!
Pinch thumb and first
finger together to make a
baby shark.

Mama shark, doo
doo doo doo doo
doo. (x2)
Mama Shark!
Clap hands sideways
together to make a mama
shark.

Daddy shark, doo
doo doo doo doo
doo. (x2)
Daddy Shark!

Learning New Things—1, 2, 3 Shared Storybook
Notes on Book: This is a counting book about a day on the beach.
Key Vocabulary: periwinkle, prickly, floating, whooshing
Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before:
1. Introduce the topic
We have been talking about the ocean. Show the children the map of South
America. With your finger, trace the coastline and talk about how all of the blue
surrounding the land is ocean water. There is a lot of ocean around South America.
2. Introduce the book to generate excitement. Show the cover of the book.
Today, we are going to be reading a book about a day at the beach. A beach is the
area of land that touches the ocean and it often is made up of sand or small rocks.
3. Point out title, author, & illustrator.
The title of the story is One White Wishing Stone. The author of the story is Doris
Gayzagian. Who can raise their hand and tell me what the author of the story does?
During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so children can get a sense of the full story.

2. Model Thinking Aloud.
a. (pg. 1) The girl and her mom are spending a day at the beach. Look at the
Put bother arms together
sand, water (ocean), and the umbrella. I wonder why they have such a big
to make a daddy shark.
umbrella. It’s probably to protect them from the sun.
b. (three thistly cockleburs) Let’s count these together. 1…2…3…(point and
Here they come, doo
count)
doo doo doo doo
c. (8 skate egg cases) Those are interesting! I didn’t know rays had egg cases
(x2)
with points on each end.
Here they come!
Put arms above your
3. Draw children’s attention to key content, vocabulary, and story elements: characters,
head making a shark fin
setting, the problem, etc.
and move back and forth.
a. Key Vocabulary: Briefly define/highlight key vocabulary using child friendly
Swim real fast doo
definitions. Reinforce these words throughout the day!
doo doo doo doo
Periwinkle= a purple-blue color
(x2)
Prickly= small, sharp point (thorn)
Swim real fast!
Floating= gently falling
Make swimming
Whooshing= moving quickly with a rushing sound
motions.
b. Where does this story take place? At the beach.
c. What is one thing the girl and her mother do at the beach?
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Safe and Sound, doo
doo doo doo doo
(x2)
Safe and Sound!
Wipe forehead for
showing relieved.

After:
1. Ask their opinion—did they like it? Thumbs up/down. Why? Provide a sentence
stem.
Did you like this book (thumbs up/thumbs down)? What was your favorite part of the
story? My favorite part of the story…
2. Questions: Ask simple questions about the book.
a. What did the girl find at the beach?
b. What did the girl save and take home? 2 periwinkle shells and the wishing
stone.
c. How did the girl and her mom feel at the end of the story? They felt happy
because they enjoyed their day at the beach and wished for another one just
like it.
3. Review vocabulary & connect content of the book to their knowledge of the topic.
a. South America has a lot of beaches along its coastline (trace your finger
around South America to show where the ocean meets the land).
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South America, Part 4—Ocean & Ocean Animals

Book 20: My Visit to the Aquarium by Aliki

Language Time:
Brief Version of
Baby Shark
Song with Motions

Learning New Things—1, 2, 3 Shared Storybook
Notes on Book: This is the story of a family visit to an aquarium. A plethora of sea
creatures are introduced in this story.
Key Vocabulary: Ocean, Aquarium, school of fish, giant, diver, animal names—fish, eel,
shark, etc.

Baby shark, doo doo
doo doo doo doo. (x2) Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Baby Shark!
Before:
Pinch thumb and first
1. Introduce the topic
finger together to make a
We have been talking about animals that live in the ocean. One place that you can
baby shark.
see ocean animals WITHOUT visiting the actual ocean is at an Aquarium.
Mama shark, doo doo
doo doo doo doo. (x2) 2. Introduce the book to generate excitement. Show the cover of the book.
Today we are going to read a book about a child’s visit to the aquarium.
Mama Shark!
Clap hands sideways
together to make a mama
shark.

3. Point out title, author, & illustrator.
The title of the story is My Visit to the Aquarium by Aliki.

Daddy shark, doo doo During:
doo doo doo doo. (x2) 1. Read with very few interruptions so children can get a sense of the full story.
Daddy Shark!
Put bother arms together
to make a daddy shark.

2. Model Thinking Aloud.
a. Some sea animals look like plants but are actually animals. That is
interesting!
Here they come, doo
b. When they go to the shark hall, point out how there are many different kinds
doo doo doo doo (x2)
of sharks—point out some of the different sharks.
Here they come!
c. Point out that the rainforest exhibit has animals that we learned about when
Put arms above your head
we talked about the Amazon rainforest in S. America
making a shark fin and
move back and forth.

Swim real fast doo
doo doo doo doo (x2)
Swim real fast!
Make swimming
motions.

Safe and Sound, doo
doo doo doo doo (x2)

3. Draw children’s attention to key content, vocabulary, and story elements:
characters, setting, the problem, etc.
Key Vocabulary: Briefly define/highlight key vocabulary using child friendly
definitions. Reinforce these words throughout the day!
Ocean= a large body of water
Aquarium= a place to visit ocean animals without going to the ocean
School of Fish= a large group of fish that travels together
Giant= really large, huge
Diver= someone who swims underwater with special equipment
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Safe and Sound!
Wipe forehead for
showing relieved.

After:
1. Ask their opinion—did they like it? Thumbs up/down. Why? Provide a sentence
stem.
Did you like this book (thumbs up/thumbs down)? What was your favorite part of
the story? My favorite part of the story…
2. Questions: Ask simple questions about the book.
a. Has anyone been to an aquarium before? Would you like to visit one?
b. What would you most like to see at an aquarium?
c. Where does this story take place?
3. Review vocabulary & connect content of the book to their knowledge of the topic.
Key Vocabulary: Ocean, Aquarium, school of fish, giant, diver, animal names—fish, eel,
shark, etc.

We have been learning about animals in South America. Today, we learned
about animals who live in the ocean. What was your favorite animal we read
about in our story today?
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South America, Part 4—Ocean & Ocean Animals

Book 21: It’s a Seashell Day by Dianne Ochiltree

Language Time:
Brief Version of
Baby Shark
Song with Motions

Learning New Things—1, 2, 3 Shared Storybook
Notes on Book: This is a rhyming book that tells the story of a boy shell hunting with
his mother. He counts the shells (1-10) as he finds them.
Key Vocabulary: dune, pail, muck, display

Baby shark, doo doo
doo doo doo doo.
(x2)
Baby Shark!

Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before:
1. Introduce the topic
We have been talking about the ocean. Show the children the map of South
Pinch thumb and first
America. With your finger, trace the coastline and talk about how all of the blue
finger together to make a
surrounding the land is ocean water. There is a lot of ocean around South America.
baby shark.
Mama shark, doo
doo doo doo doo
doo. (x2)
Mama Shark!
Clap hands sideways
together to make a mama
shark.

Daddy shark, doo
doo doo doo doo
doo. (x2)
Daddy Shark!
Put bother arms together
to make a daddy shark.

Here they come, doo
doo doo doo doo
(x2)
Here they come!
Put arms above your
head making a shark fin
and move back and forth.

Swim real fast doo
doo doo doo doo
(x2)
Swim real fast!

2. Introduce the book to generate excitement. Show the cover of the book.
Today, we are going to be reading another book about a day at the beach. A beach is
the area that touches the ocean and it often is made up of sand or small rocks. In
this book, the characters hunt for something on the beach. What do you think they
might be looking for?
3. Point out title, author, & illustrator.
The title of the story is It’s a Seashell Day. The author of the story is Dianne
Ochiltree. Who can raise their hand and tell me what the author of the story does?
During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so children can get a sense of the full story.
2. Model Thinking Aloud.
a. (Mommy tells me, “It’s a seashell day!”) It’s a seashell day? I wonder what
that means.
b. (Go away, wave, so I can dig) Look. He is trying to dig in the sand with his
shovel, but the waves are too big. I think they are making him wet. It’s hard
to dig in the sand with big waves.
c. (numbers nine then ten) Ten! He found ten shells. I wonder what he will do
with those shells?
3. Draw children’s attention to key content, vocabulary, and story elements: characters,
setting, the problem, etc.
a. Key Vocabulary: Briefly define/highlight key vocabulary using child friendly
definitions. Reinforce these words throughout the day!
Dune= a dune is a hill made of sand
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Make swimming
motions.

Safe and Sound, doo
doo doo doo doo
(x2)
Safe and Sound!
Wipe forehead for
showing relieved.

Pail= a pail is a bucket
Muck= muck is another word for dirt or yucky things
Display= a display is a place where you can see something easily. It
looks nice.
b. Where does this story take place? At the beach.
c. Why are we learning about the ocean? Because there is a lot of ocean
around South America.
After:
1. Ask their opinion—did they like it? Thumbs up/down. Why? Provide a sentence
stem.
Did you like this book (thumbs up/thumbs down)? What was your favorite part of the
story? My favorite part of the story…
2. Questions: Ask simple questions about the book.
a. What did the boy find at the beach?
b. How many shells did he find?
c. What did he do with the shells when he got home?
d. Math Story Problem- If the child has five shells and he finds one more, how
many shells does he have now? Let’s count to find out. He had five shells
(hold up five fingers) and he found one more (hold up one finger on other
hand.) Let’s count. (Wiggle fingers as you count.) 1, 2, 3,4, 5, 6. Five shells
plus one more shell equals six shells.
3. Review vocabulary & connect content of the book to their knowledge of the topic.
a. A dune is a sandy hill. Can you find a dune in this picture?
b. The child brought a pail to the beach. What is another name for pail?
Bucket.
c. The child dug in the muck. Do you like to dig in the muck? Thumbs up or
thumbs down if you like to get dirty in the muck.
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South America, Part 4—Ocean & Ocean Animals

Book 21: It’s a Seashell Day
2nd Read

Materials Needed: It’s a Seashell Day by Dianne Ochiltree, seashell
pictures or real seashells
Before:
1. Ask the children if they can remember what this book is about—show them the cover to remind them.
We read this story once before. It’s about a family’s visit to the beach. Do you remember what they find at
the beach? Yes, seashells!
2. Point out the title, author, & illustrator.
The title of the story is It’s a Seashell Day. It was written by Diane Ochiltree. She is the author of the story.
The illustrator is Elliot Kreloff. What job did he do for the book? Yes, he drew the pictures. The illustrator
makes the pictures.
3. Tell them we are going to read the story again and discuss the story. So be ready to share your ideas!
We are going to read the story again. As I read, pay attention to what happens in the beginning, middle, and
end of the story.
During:
1. Read with excitement and fluency.
2. Ask questions about how characters feel or what they might be thinking.
a. (Mommy tells me, “It’s a seashell day!”) How do you think the child feels when mommy says this?
b. (Go away, wave, so I can dig) The child wants the big wave to go away. I don’t think he likes the
wave. Do you like big waves?
c. (numbers nine then ten) How do you think the child feels about collecting so many pretty shells?
3. Highlight key vocabulary, content, and story elements.
a. Key Vocabulary: dune, pail, muck, display
b. Where does this story take place? At the beach.
c. What does the child use to carry his shells? A pail.
d. What does the child do with his shells when he gets home? He makes a display so everyone can enjoy looking
at them.

After:
1. Ask for their opinion—did they like it? Thumbs up/down. Why? Provide a sentence stem.
Did you like this book (thumbs up/thumbs down)? What was your favorite part of the story? My favorite part
of the story…
2. Ask a few questions about story elements and discuss 2-3 interesting vocabulary words.
a. Who was this story about? (A mother and child at the beach)
b. What did the child collect at the beach? Shells
3. Do a variety of small group math activities across the next week or two. See math materials at the end of
the unit for math activity cards and manipulatives.
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Wordless Books Small Group Work for the South America Unit
Books in this Unit
1. Wave
2. Aquarium

Wordless Books General Outline
Skills Targeted: Length of sentences, retelling, explanations, vocabulary, and listening
comprehension, and print/book skills.
Materials: Books and follow up activity
Outline of Activity: Wordless book routine—SAMMY
1. Show children the book, read title & author, and generate excitement
2. Ask “What do you think this book is about?”
3. Model--Read it the first time with the children where you tell the story—
asking a few basic questions as you read.
4. Make sure they understood what happened in the story by asking a few
questions/reviewing: who the characters were, what the problem was that resolved, and
how it ended.
5. Your Turn: Read the story again, this time letting the children tell the story.
Provide prompts as needed—what is happening on this page? Who is that? How did the
story end? Have the child complete your sentence--The girl and the boy became
____(friends).
6. After Reading Activity.
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Wave by Suzy Lee

Skills Targeted: Length of sentences, retelling, explanations, vocabulary, listening
Comprehension, print/book skills, and sorting.
Materials: Wave by Suzy Lee. Real seashells with groups that are alike, or pictures of seashells printed
and laminated (see materials at the end of unit). Small buckets or pails for sorting the shells, if desired.
Story Synopsis: A young girl approaches the water’s edge but is frightened as a wave approaches her.
She’s angry at first then spends some time watching the waves. Gathering her courage, she steps into
the water and has fun splashing around. A big wave comes that knocks her down. She is stunned before
she happily realizes that the wave brought a bunch of seashells onto the shore. She is happy once again.
The story ends as the little girl waves to the ocean as she walks away, wet and happy.
Outline of Activity: Wordless book routine—SAMMY
1. Show children the book, read title & author, and generate excitement by pointing out the
beautiful blue of the water, the white foam of the waves, and the little girl.
2. Ask “what do you think this book is about?” Say, This little girl is by the ocean. What do you
think this story is about?
3. Model--Read it the first time with the children where you tell the story—
Asking a few basic questions as you read. What happened to the little girl? How does
she feel? What does she see in the sand? Pay special attention to the page where the wave
brings in the shells.
4. Make sure they understood what happened in the story by asking a few
questions / reviewing. How did the little girl feel about the water in the beginning? What
did the wave bring to the shore? How did the girl feel at the end?
5. Your Turn: Read the story again, this time letting the children tell the story.
Provide prompts as needed. The wave knocked the girl down. What knocked the girl
down? (the children finish the sentence with the word ‘wave.’)
6. After Reading Activity— Shell Sorting. Show the children either the real seashells or the
picture cards of shells. Explain that you are going to be sorting the shells into groups that are
alike. Demonstrate this by finding two shells that look alike and showing them to the children.
Sort all of the shells. If you are using buckets, place the shells in the buckets as you go.
Differentiation:
Children Who Need a Challenge: After showing two shells that look alike, set out the other
shells. Encourage the children to find the different types of shells and sort the remaining shells.
Children Who Need Support: Set out all of the varieties of shells first. Talk about the
appearance of each type of shell. Sort the remaining shells one by one.
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Aquarium by Cynthia Alonso

Skills Targeted: Length of sentences, retelling, explanations, vocabulary, listening
Comprehension, and print/book skills
Materials: Aquarium by Cynthia Alonso, “A fish needs…” worksheet copied for each student, one
goldfish per child, glue stick, markers or crayons
Story Synopsis: A young girl lies on a dock watching the animals beneath her. A tiny orange fish leaps
onto the dock and the girl traps it inside a bottle. She brings the fish home and creates a detailed
aquarium for it. She enjoys the fish but eventually realizes the best place for the fish is back at home in
the water. She puts the fish back in the bottle and rushes it back to the water. The fish swims away and
the girl is pleased as she watches it go.
Outline of Activity: Wordless book routine—SAMMY
1. Show children the book, read title & author, and generate excitement by pointing out the
beautiful water plants, the tiny fish, and the girl lying on the dock.
2. Ask “what do you think this book is about?” Say, It looks like this girl is watching the fish.
What do you think this story is about?
3. Model--Read it the first time with the children where you tell the story—
asking a few basic questions as you read. What is the girl looking at? What is the girl
doing with the fish? What is the girl making? Give special attention to the page where
the girl is creating an aquarium for her fish. Point out the things she is adding. Talk
about the needs of the fish.
4. Make sure they understood what happened in the story by asking a few
questions/reviewing. What did the girl do with the fish? How did the story end? Did the
girl keep the fish at her house? Briefly review the fish’s needs.
5. Your Turn: Read the story again, this time letting the children tell the story.
Provide prompts as needed. The girl put the fish in a ______ (the children finish the
sentence with the word ‘bottle.’) Encourage the child to tell about the fish’s needs.
6. After Reading Activity— listening comprehension: Children talk about what a fish needs to
survive and be happy. The children will create an aquarium for their own fish by drawing things
inside the fish bowl that the fish will need. Once the picture is completed, children tell the
teacher what is in their picture and complete the sentence, “A fish needs…” The teacher writes
the student’s answer.
Differentiation:
Children Who Need a Challenge: Encourage the child to label the things in their picture. Help
the child to hear the initial sound in the words and match that sound to a letter.
Children Who Need Support: Look back at the page in the book where the girl is creating the
aquarium for her fish. Talk about the things she is adding for her fish. Encourage the child to
name the things he or she sees in the picture before completing his or her own drawing.
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Small Group Math Instruction – South America Unit
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General Math Resource – Number Chart

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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Materials:
-

Book
Jungle animal manipulatives
Number cards

Over in the Jungle – Math Activity Cards
Small Number Recognition without Counting
Counting & Number Recognition
More Than/Less Than/Equal To
Quantity Comparisons
Number-After Knowledge
Addition
Subtraction
Patterning

Developmental Progression for Number Knowledge

Developmental Progression

Enjoyment of
Math!

Language of Math
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Book 10- Over in the Jungle - Math Activity Cards

Small Number Recognition without Counting – Quantities of 1 - 3
1. Ask the children if they remember what this book was about (show book). Remind them that there were
numbers in this book. "Numbers tell us how many there is of something."
2. Say, "Sometimes when there is a really small group of things, I don't even need to count them to know
how many are there. I can just look and tell how many.”
3. Demonstrate by setting out a small group of 1-3 jungle animals, name the quantity and then check your
work by counting the items. Add the correct number card to label the quantity.
4. Continue to set out small groups and encourage the children to quickly name the quantity without
counting, check the work by counting the items together, and labeling the quantity with the number card.
Easy- Stay with 1 vs. 2 until they have this solid and without help. Start by having the children who are hesitant to
repeat the number after you. Then put the same quantity down for them to state the quantity. Repeat 1 vs 2 many
times so children practice saying each number multiple times.
Medium- Follow the procedure outlined above.
Hard- Move quickly and encourage the children to set out their own group to try to trick the teacher. The child sets
out a small group of 1-3, the teacher names the quantity (sometimes correctly, sometimes not) and the child tells if the
teacher is correct. Once they can do this, move on to larger quantities of 4-6.

Counting and Number Recognition
1. Ask the children if they remember what this book was about. Remind them that there were numbers in
this book. Say, "Numbers tell us how many." Show them your number cards and say I have some number
cards right here. As we read the book, I will put out the number card to match the numbers talked about
in the book.
2.Read the book again (or just look for the numbers on each page) emphasizing the numbers in the book.
Lay out the appropriate number card for each page.
3.Set out the jungle animal figurines and tell them: We are going to play a game where we will count these
animals and then find the number card that tells how many animals there are in each group. Why do you
think I chose these animals? Yes! They all live in the jungle and we learned about the jungles in South
America. Let’s start with this many animals. Put 3 animals out, count them together, and match the correct
number card 3.
4.Repeat with different amounts.
For extra guidance: Encourage the child to count with you. For a challenge: Encourage the child to count alone.
Easy- Follow above procedure using numeral cards 1-5 and manipulatives in groups of 1-5.
Medium- Follow above procedure using numeral cards 1-10 and manipulatives in groups of 1-10.
Hard- Follow above procedure using numeral cards 10-20 and manipulatives in groups of 10-20.
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More Than, Less Than, Equal To
1.Ask the children if they remember what this book was about. Have a brief discussion.
2.Set out two groups of animal figurines (1-10) one clearly smaller (2) and one clearly bigger (5 planets)
3.Explain. "Today we are going to play a game with groups of animals called more than, less than, and equal to.
We will say more than for the group that has more—the bigger group, less for the group that is smallest (has less)
and equal to means the groups are the same—they have the same number of planets”
4.Count each group of animals.
5. Point out which group is biggest and smallest. The group that has 5 aniamls is bigger, it has more than the group
that has 2 animals. Which group is the bigger group? Let’s say this group with 5 (point) has more animals than
this group 3 (point). 5 is more than 3.”
6.Repeat this many times, encouraging children to tell which group has more than the other and which has less than
the other. Be sure to create equal groups as well and explain that we say "equal" when the groups have the same
number. Encourage the children to say the sentence: This group is greater than/less than/equal to this group.
Easy- Move slowly and encourage children to repeat after you (heavy modeling). Use sets with 1-5 times and start
with simply asking which is bigger vs. smaller with clearly bigger and smaller items.
Hard- Give the children the opportunity to "be the teacher" by creating two groups and telling which is greater than or
less than. Use larger groups of 10-20 if children have mastered counting objects that high.
Number-After Knowledge
Part 1
1.Show children the Number Chart, pointing to the number list at the bottom. “Here is a list of our numbers from 1
to 10. Let’s all say them in order together 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 – 8 – 9 – 10. Great! We all just counted to 10. Do
this a couple times until they all can do it clearly.
2.Pointing to the number 1 ask the children what number comes next, what number comes after 1. Point to the
number 3 and ask what comes next. If they cannot tell you, start at number 1 and count up to 4 and point out 4 comes
next. Do this for a variety of numbers (1-5), pointing each time as you ask. Once they have this down, ask them
without pointing to the number – what number comes after _____? Once they can do this for 1-5 move on to part 2
and add numbers 6-10 in part 1.
Part 2
1.Give each child a number chart and a set of 6 counters (enough to make numbers 1-3 initially).
2.Tell them “we are going to put the number of counters to represent each number.” Point to the number 1, How
many counters do we need to show 1? Yes one. Let’s place one counter above the number 1. Have each child place
one counter above the number 1. Do the same thing for numbers 2 and 3.
3.Ask them questions comparing the numbers 1 – 3. Which number is bigger, 2 or 3? Yes, look 3 has more counters,
3 is more than/bigger than 2.
4.Point out that each number is one more than the number before it. 2 is one more than 1, 3 is one more than 2—show
this with the counters.
As children are ready, repeat these steps with numbers 1-5 and then 4-6
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Addition
2. Ask the children if they remember what this book was about. Have a brief discussion.
3. Set out two groups of animals (a group of 2 and a group of 1).
4. Explain, "Today we are going to do addition. Addition means putting together. When we add things
together they get bigger"
5. Count each group of animals and place the matching numeral cards below the groups.
6. Say, "Now we are going to find out how many there are altogether. We are going to add these groups."
Show the addition card. This symbol means addition and we say plus when we read it. Place the addition
sign between the two numeral card and the equals sign after. Point to equal sign -- This symbol means
equals, the number all together.
7. Count the groups with the children. Place the matching numeral card for the sum at the end of the
equation
8. Read the whole equation, encouraging children to read with you. “Two plus one equals three.”
Repeat this many times with groups of varying amounts with sums of 2 - 5.
Easy- Move slowly and encourage children to repeat after you. For example, "This groups has 2. How many? Yes,
2. This group has 1. How many? Yes, 1. When I add them together. I get (point to each manipulative as you
count) 1, 2, 3. How many? Yes, 3. Two plus one equals 3. Say that with me again."
*Use small groups with sums up to 5. *Do not use numeral cards.
Hard- Use groups with sums up to 10.

Subtraction
1. Ask the children if they remember what this book was about. Have a brief discussion.
2. Set out one group of manipulatives with up to 5 animals. Explain, "Today we are going to do
subtraction. Subtraction means taking away. When we subtract something, it gets smaller"
3. Count the animals with the children and place the matching numeral card under the group.
4. Place the subtraction sign to the right of the numeral card and say, "This symbol means subtraction, we
say minus when we read it. Now we are going to subtract or take away."
5. Tell the children how many you will be subtracting and place the matching numeral card to the right of
the subtraction sign and the equals sign after that. “Let’s take away 2 animals.”
6. Encourage the children to count with you as you take away that amount of manipulatives.
7. Say, "How many are left now?"
8. Count the remainder together and place the matching numeral card after the equals sign.
9. Read the whole equation. Five minus two equals 3.
Repeat this many times with groups of varying amounts and differences up to 10.
Easy- Move slowly and encourage children to repeat after you *Use small groups with differences up to 5. *Do not
use numeral cards.
Hard- Use groups with differences up to 20.
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Over in the Jungle- counting cards created by
Chelsea Lakeberg, Project Ready teacher
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Materials:
-

Book
Ocean figurines
Number cards

Over in the Ocean – Math Activity Cards
Small Number Recognition without Counting
Counting & Number Recognition
More Than/Less Than/Equal To
Quantity Comparisons
Number-After Knowledge
Addition
Subtraction

Developmental Progression for Number Knowledge
Patterning

Developmental Progression

Enjoyment of
Math!

Language of Math
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Book 20- Over in the Ocean - Math Activity Cards
Small Number Recognition without Counting – Quantities of 1 - 3
1. Ask the children if they remember what this book was about (show book). Remind them that there were
numbers in this book. "Numbers tell us how many there is of something."
2. Say, "Sometimes when there is a really small group of things, I don't even need to count them to know
how many are there. I can just look and tell how many.”
3. Demonstrate by setting out a small group of 1-3 ocean animals, name the quantity and then check your
work by counting the items. Add the correct number card to label the quantity.
4. Continue to set out small groups and encourage the children to quickly name the quantity without
counting, check the work by counting the items together, and labeling the quantity with the number card.
Easy- Stay with 1 vs. 2 until they have this solid and without help. Start by having the children who are hesitant to
repeat the number after you. Then put the same quantity down for them to state the quantity. Repeat 1 vs 2 many
times so children practice saying each number multiple times.
Medium- Follow the procedure outlined above.
Hard- Move quickly and encourage the children to set out their own group to try to trick the teacher. The child sets
out a small group of 1-3, the teacher names the quantity (sometimes correctly, sometimes not) and the child tells if the
teacher is correct. Once they can do this, move on to larger quantities of 4-6.

Counting and Number Recognition
1. Ask the children if they remember what this book was about. Remind them that there were numbers in
this book. Say, "Numbers tell us how many." Show them your number cards and say I have some number
cards right here. As we read the book, I will put out the number card to match the numbers talked about
in the book.
2.Read the book again (or just look for the numbers on each page) emphasizing the numbers in the book.
Lay out the appropriate number card for each page.
3.Set out the animal figurines and tell them: We are going to play a game where we will count these
animals and then find the number card that tells how many animals there are in each group. Why do you
think I chose these animals? Right! They all live in the ocean and there is a lot of ocean around South
America. Let’s start with this many animals. Put 3 animals out, count them together, and match the correct
number card 3.
4.Repeat with different amounts.
For extra guidance: Encourage the child to count with you. For a challenge: Encourage the child to count alone.
Easy- Follow above procedure using numeral cards 1-5 and manipulatives in groups of 1-5.
Medium- Follow above procedure using numeral cards 1-10 and manipulatives in groups of 1-10.
Hard- Follow above procedure using numeral cards 10-20 and manipulatives in groups of 10-20.
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More Than, Less Than, Equal To
1.Ask the children if they remember what this book was about. Have a brief discussion.
2.Set out two groups of animal figurines (1-10) one clearly smaller (2) and one clearly bigger (5 planets)
3.Explain. "Today we are going to play a game with groups of animals called more than, less than, and equal to.
We will say more than for the group that has more—the bigger group, less for the group that is smallest (has less)
and equal to means the groups are the same—they have the same number of animals.”
4.Count each group of animals.
5. Point out which group is biggest and smallest. The group that has 5 animals is bigger, it has more than the group
that has 2 animals. Which group is the bigger group? Let’s say this group with 5 (point) has more animals than
this group 3 (point). 5 is more than 3.”
6.Repeat this many times, encouraging children to tell which group has more than the other and which has less than
the other. Be sure to create equal groups as well and explain that we say "equal" when the groups have the same
number. Encourage the children to say the sentence: This group is greater than/less than/equal to this group.
Easy- Move slowly and encourage children to repeat after you (heavy modeling). Use sets with 1-5 times and start
with simply asking which is bigger vs. smaller with clearly bigger and smaller items.
Hard- Give the children the opportunity to "be the teacher" by creating two groups and telling which is greater than or
less than. Use larger groups of 10-20 if children have mastered counting objects that high.
Number-After Knowledge
Part 1
1.Show children the Number Chart, pointing to the number list at the bottom. “Here is a list of our numbers from 1
to 10. Let’s all say them in order together 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 – 8 – 9 – 10. Great! We all just counted to 10. Do
this a couple times until they all can do it clearly.
2.Pointing to the number 1 ask the children what number comes next, what number comes after 1. Point to the
number 3 and ask what comes next. If they cannot tell you, start at number 1 and count up to 4 and point out 4 comes
next. Do this for a variety of numbers (1-5), pointing each time as you ask. Once they have this down, ask them
without pointing to the number – what number comes after _____? Once they can do this for 1-5 move on to part 2
and add numbers 6-10 in part 1.
Part 2
1.Give each child a number chart and a set of 6 counters (enough to make numbers 1-3 initially).
2.Tell them “we are going to put the number of counters to represent each number.” Point to the number 1, How
many counters do we need to show 1? Yes one. Let’s place the counter above the number 1. Have each child place
one counter above the number 1. Do the same thing for numbers 2 and 3.
3.Ask them questions comparing the numbers 1 – 3. Which number is bigger, 2 or 3? Yes, look 3 has more counters,
3 is more than/bigger than 2.
4.Point out that each number is one more than the number before it. 2 is one more than 1, 3 is one more than 2—show
this with the counters.
As children are ready, repeat these steps with numbers 1-5 and then 4-6
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Addition
1.Ask the children if they remember what this book was about. Have a brief discussion.
2.Set out two groups of animals (a group of 2 and a group of 1).
3.Explain, "Today we are going to do addition. Addition means putting together. When we add things
together they get bigger"
4.Count each group of animals and place the matching numeral cards below the groups.
5.Say, "Now we are going to find out how many there are altogether. We are going to add these groups."
Show the addition card. This symbol means addition and we say plus when we read it. Place the addition
sign between the two numeral card and the equals sign after. Point to equal sign -- This symbol means
equals, the number all together.
6.Count the groups with the children. Place the matching numeral card for the sum at the end of the
equation
7.Read the whole equation, encouraging children to read with you. “Two plus one equals three.”
Repeat this many times with groups of varying amounts with sums of 2 - 5.
Easy- Move slowly and encourage children to repeat after you. For example, "This groups has 2. How many? Yes,
2. This group has 1. How many? Yes, 1. When I add them together. I get (point to each manipulative as you
count) 1, 2, 3. How many? Yes, 3. Two plus one equals 3. Say that with me again."
*Use small groups with sums up to 5. *Do not use numeral cards.
Hard- Use groups with sums up to 10.

Subtraction
1.Ask the children if they remember what this book was about. Have a brief discussion.
2.Set out one group of animals with up to 5 manipulatives. Explain, "Today we are going to do
subtraction. Subtraction means taking away. When we subtract something, it gets smaller"
3.Count the animals with the children and place the matching numeral card under the group.
4.Place the subtraction sign to the right of the numeral card and say, "This symbol means subtraction, we
say minus when we read it. Now we are going to subtract or take away."
5.Tell the children how many you will be subtracting and place the matching numeral card to the right of
the subtraction sign and the equals sign after that. “Let’s take away 2 animals.”
6.Encourage the children to count with you as you take away that amount of animals.
7.Say, "How many are left now?"
8.Count the remainder together and place the matching numeral card after the equals sign.
9.Read the whole equation. Five minus two equals 3.
Repeat this many times with groups of varying amounts and differences up to 10.
Easy- Move slowly and encourage children to repeat after you *Use small groups with differences up to 5. *Do not
use numeral cards.
Hard- Use groups with differences up to 20.
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Materials:
 Book
 Seashell printable cards
Or
Real seashells

It’s a Seashell Day – Math Activity Cards
It’s a Seashell Day – Math Activity Cards
Small Number Recognition without Counting
Counting & Number Recognition
More Than/Less Than/Equal To
Quantity Comparisons
Number-After Knowledge
Addition
Subtraction
Patterning

Developmental Progression

Developmental Progression for Number Knowledge

Enjoyment of
Math!

Language of Math
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Book 21- It’s a Seashell Day - Math Activity Cards
Small Number Recognition without Counting – Quantities of 1 - 3
1. Ask the children if they remember what this book was about (show book). Remind them that there were
numbers in this book. "Numbers tell us how many there is of something."
2. Say, "Sometimes when there is a really small group of things, I don't even need to count them to know
how many are there. I can just look and tell how many.”
3. Demonstrate by setting out a small group of 1-3 shells, name the quantity and then check your work by
counting the items. Add the correct number card to label the quantity.
4. Continue to set out small groups and encourage the children to quickly name the quantity without
counting, check the work by counting the items together, and labeling the quantity with the number card.
Easy- Stay with 1 vs. 2 until they have this solid and without help. Start by having the children who are hesitant to
repeat the number after you. Then put the same quantity down for them to state the quantity. Repeat 1 vs 2 many
times so children practice saying each number multiple times.
Medium- Follow the procedure outlined above.
Hard- Move quickly and encourage the children to set out their own group to try to trick the teacher. The child sets
out a small group of 1-3, the teacher names the quantity (sometimes correctly, sometimes not) and the child tells if the
teacher is correct. Once they can do this, move on to larger quantities of 4-6.

Counting and Number Recognition
1. Ask the children if they remember what this book was about. Remind them that there were numbers in
this book. Say, "Numbers tell us how many." Show them your number cards and say I have some number
cards right here. As we read the book, I will put out the number card to match the numbers talked about
in the book.
2.Read the book again (or just look for the numbers on each page) emphasizing the numbers in the book.
Lay out the appropriate number card for each page.
3.Set out the shells and tell them: We are going to play a game where we will count these shells and then
find the number card that tells how many shells there are in each group. Why do you think I chose
shells? Let’s start with this many shells. Put 3 shells out, count them together, and match the correct
number card 3.
4.Repeat with different amounts.
For extra guidance: Encourage the child to count with you. For a challenge: Encourage the child to count alone.
Easy- Follow above procedure using numeral cards 1-5 and manipulatives in groups of 1-5.
Medium- Follow above procedure using numeral cards 1-10 and manipulatives in groups of 1-10.
Hard- Follow above procedure using numeral cards 10-20 and manipulatives in groups of 10-20.
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More Than, Less Than, Equal To
1.Ask the children if they remember what this book was about. Have a brief discussion.
2.Set out two groups of shells one clearly smaller (2 shells) and one clearly bigger (5 shells)
3.Explain. "Today we are going to play a game with groups of shells called more than, less than, and equal to. We
will say more than for the group that has more—the bigger group, less for the group that is smallest (has less) and
equal to means the groups are the same—they have the same number of shells”
4.Count each group of shells.
5. Point out which group is biggest and smallest. The group that has 5 shells is bigger, it has more than the group
that has 2 shells. Which group is the bigger group? Let’s say this group with 5 (point) has more shells than this
group 3 (point). 5 is more than 3.”
6.Repeat this many times, encouraging children to tell which group has more than the other and which has less than
the other. Be sure to create equal groups as well and explain that we say "equal" when the groups have the same
number. Encourage the children to say the sentence: This group is greater than/less than/equal to this group.
Easy- Move slowly and encourage children to repeat after you (heavy modeling). Use sets with 1-5 times and start
with simply asking which is bigger vs. smaller with clearly bigger and smaller items.
Hard- Give the children the opportunity to "be the teacher" by creating two groups and telling which is greater than or
less than. Use larger groups of 10-20 if children have mastered counting objects that high.
Number-After Knowledge
Part 1
1.Show children the Number Chart, pointing to the number list at the bottom. “Here is a list of our numbers from 1
to 10. Let’s all say them in order together 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 – 8 – 9 – 10. Great! We all just counted to 10. Do
this a couple times until they all can do it clearly.
2.Pointing to the number 1 ask the children what number comes next, what number comes after 1. Point to the
number 3 and ask what comes next. If they cannot tell you, start at number 1 and count up to 4 and point out 4 comes
next. Do this for a variety of numbers (1-5), pointing each time as you ask. Once they have this down, ask them
without pointing to the number – what number comes after _____? Once they can do this for 1-5 move on to part 2
and add numbers 6-10 in part 1.
Part 2
1.Give each child a number chart and a set of 6 counters (enough to make numbers 1-3 initially).
2.Tell them “we are going to put the number of counters to represent each number.” Point to the number 1, How
many counters do we need to show 1? Yes one. Let’s place the counter above the number 1. Have each child place
one counter above the number 1. Do the same thing for numbers 2 and 3.
3.Ask them questions comparing the numbers 1 – 3. Which number is bigger, 2 or 3? Yes, look 3 has more counters,
3 is more than/bigger than 2.
4.Point out that each number is one more than the number before it. 2 is one more than 1, 3 is one more than 2—show
this with the counters.
As children are ready, repeat these steps with numbers 1-5 and then 4-6
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Addition
1.Ask the children if they remember what this book was about. Have a brief discussion.
2.Set out two groups of manipulatives (a group of 2 and a group of 1).
3.Explain, "Today we are going to do addition. Addition means putting together. When we add things
together they get bigger"
4.Count each group of shells and place the matching numeral cards below the groups.
5.Say, "Now we are going to find out how many there are altogether. We are going to add these groups."
Show the addition card. This symbol means addition and we say plus when we read it. Place the addition
sign between the two numeral card and the equals sign after. Point to equal sign -- This symbol means
equals, the number all together.
6.Count the groups with the children. Place the matching numeral card for the sum at the end of the
equation
7.Read the whole equation, encouraging children to read with you. “Two plus one equals three.”
Repeat this many times with groups of varying amounts with sums of 2 - 5.
Easy- Move slowly and encourage children to repeat after you. For example, "This groups has 2. How many? Yes,
2. This group has 1. How many? Yes, 1. When I add them together. I get (point to each manipulative as you
count) 1, 2, 3. How many? Yes, 3. Two plus one equals 3. Say that with me again."
*Use small groups with sums up to 5. *Do not use numeral cards.
Hard- Use groups with sums up to 10.

Subtraction
1.Ask the children if they remember what this book was about. Have a brief discussion.
2.Set out one group of shells with up to 5. Explain, "Today we are going to do subtraction. Subtraction
means taking away. When we subtract something, it gets smaller"
3.Count the shells with the children and place the matching numeral card under the group.
4.Place the subtraction sign to the right of the numeral card and say, "This symbol means subtraction, we
say minus when we read it. Now we are going to subtract or take away."
5.Tell the children how many you will be subtracting and place the matching numeral card to the right of
the subtraction sign and the equals sign after that. “Let’s take away 2 shells.”
6.Encourage the children to count with you as you take away that amount of shells.
7.Say, "How many are left now?"
8.Count the remainder together and place the matching numeral card after the equals sign.
9.Read the whole equation. Five minus two equals 3.
Repeat this many times with groups of varying amounts and differences up to 10.
Easy- Move slowly and encourage children to repeat after you *Use small groups with differences up to 5. *Do not
use numeral cards.
Hard- Use groups with differences up to 20.
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Recognizing and Extending Patterns
1. Ask the children if they remember what this book is about. Have a brief discussion.
2. Explain that “today we are going to be learning about patterns. Patterns repeat over and over.”
3. Using the printable shells or real shells, create the start of a simple pattern and read it aloud to the children. “Spiral
shells, clam shells, spiral shell, clam shell.” Ask, "What comes next in my pattern?"
4. Allow the children to add the next shell card or real shell in the pattern.
5. Read the completed pattern.
Repeat many times with a variety of increasingly difficult, but still simple patterns. AABAA or ABBA or
AABB, ABCABC patterns are all appropriate.

Easy- Follow the steps outlined above but move slowly. Build the simple AB pattern a couple times. Encourage the
children to read the pattern with you before telling what comes next.

Hard- Follow the steps above in Outline (Medium) but move quickly. Encourage the children to read the patterns
independently before extending them. Use more complex patterns from the onset. Consider using a growing pattern
like AB, AAB, AAAB.

Creating Patterns
1. Ask the children if they remember what this book is about. Have a brief discussion
2. Explain that “today we are going to be making patterns. Patterns repeat over and over.”
3. Create the AB simple pattern and read it aloud to the children. "White shell, spotted shell, white shell, spotted
shell.” Create a few more patterns as models for the children.
4. Tell the children, "Now, it is your turn to make a pattern." Encourage the children to create a pattern.
5. Read the completed pattern.
Repeat many times, encouraging children to create more complex, but still simple, patterns. AABA or ABBA
or AABB patterns are all appropriate.

Easy- Follow the steps outlined above but move slowly. Use very simple AB patterns. Create a several patterns first
before encouraging children to create their own.

Hard- Follow the steps above in Outline (Medium) but move quickly. Create just one or two model patterns before
asking children to create their own. Encourage children to use more complex patterns from the onset. Consider using
a growing pattern like AB, AAB, AAAB.
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